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Hearth Department
stresses flu shot need
Staff Report
°flumes to remind persons that flu shots are the
The need for a flu shot this season is more best protection against the seasonal flu It is ret important than ever and Purchase District Health omniended for all persons 6 months at age and
Department officials say they have a large supply older"
of vaccine still available for those that have not
Anyone that has not been sm.-clamed should
had their seasonal shot.
come in as soon as possible Shots are availabk at
Sharon Godec, nursing director for the PDHD, the Calloway County Health ('enter in Miuray bs
said in a news release this morning that confirmed appointment. For an appointment, call 753-3011
cases of flu are beginning to show up in Kentucky The shots are also available at the Graves Counts
and parents are advised to bring themselves and Health Center in Mayfield by appointment by
their children to the nearest county medical center calling 1-270-247-3553
to be vaccinated.
Medicare Part B. Medicaid. or a $15 fee covers
"It is not too late to get a flu shot and we the cost of the shot; however no one will be denied
encourage all residents to take advantage of the services because of inability to pay. Godes: said
protection the flu shot offers.- she said "CDC

Lawmakers gear up
in prefiling season

GREG TRAVIS'tedge & limas
A SATURDAY MORNING VISIT WITH SANTA: Breakfast with Santa, an annual event
of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club, was held Saturday with numerous children from the community participating. Breakfast is provided by Sigma members
and through donations from local businesses. Children participate in making items such
as holiday crafts, decorating picture frames and decorating cookies, along with the
assistance of Sigma members and MSU Sorority members from AOPi. Children have
their picture taken with Santa for insertion into their decorated frame. Pictured above
with Santa are Katelyn Wuest, 3, left, and Maggie Wuest. 4, daughters of Jon and
Michelle Wuest of Murray.

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) More than one would resurrect
the gambling issue by proposing
an amendment to Kentucky's
constitution allowing casinos.
Another would require that _
unless specifically allowed for
in law — any state documents
must be published in English.
Yet mother would create
accounts in state coffers for
those who don't think they're
being uoied enough.
Welcome to the legislative
prefiling season.
With all that can happen to a
bill as it maneuvers the legislative process — ranging from

minor tweaks to complete over- sored or signed their names to
hauls or being scrapped alto- bills during the interim
gether — being prefiled during
State Scn Dasid Boswell. Dthe months before the General Owensboro, has a hill that
Assembly meets in Frankfort is would offer voters a chance to
not necessarily an indicator of a decide
whether
Kentucky
measure's success.
should allow casino gambling at
But it doesn't hurt.
different locations, including
'It gives the legislation kind race tracks. Boswell, who has
of a head start in the process.' pushed similar proposals in the
House Majority Whip Bob past. has another that would
Darnron. D-Nicholasvdle, said.
allow the Legislature to pass
The 2007 General Assembly laws that would set up and gos convenes its regular session next ern the casinos if voters
month and, so far, state lawmak- approved the amendment
ers have prefiled 10) bills in • • "It's important to keep the
preparation. That count can issue alive in front of the voters
change as lawmakers file more out there," Boswell said
legislation.
Eighteen senators and 42 representatives have either spon- •See Page 2A

Army sergeant, war Regional soldier doesn't regret service
resister tries to start
new life in Canada
TORONTO (AP) — He was on his way to his hometown of
Buffalo. N.Y.. he'd told his military higher-ups, to see if the Bills'
unproven quarterback, J.P. Losman, was -the real deal."
But on that long bus ride from Clarksville. Tenn., last year, the
soldier vomited twice, maybe three times — and it wasn't football
that had him so unnerved.
As he rolled north, Army Sgt. Patrick Hart was veering off a
road he'd been on for nearly 10 years.
Every mile he traveled led away from the Army.
Away from his wife Jill, who waited in the commander's office
at his Fort Campbell, Ky„ base, and away from their young son.
Away from the country he had sworn to defend.
"I knew I was at a turning point," the 33-year-old Hart said of
the wrenching ride toward the border, where he would leave his
country behind.
From Buffalo, Hart would cross into Canada. His parents, who
were in on his secret, drove him across the Peace Bndge and delivered him to a network of Canadian supporters who welcome disillusioned U.S. soldiers with open arms, a place to stay and legal
advice.
And so Hart became one of at least 25 U.S. troops who have
applied for refugee status.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) Though he lost his left leg in an
Iraqi suicide bombing, U.S.
Army Sgt. Brad Alexander doesn't look back with regret.
"It is the best thing I've done
in my life," Alexander told the
Paducah Sun. "I'm a soldier,
regardless of who is president.
He's the boss, and I do not criticize him. I do what my leaders
in Washington tell me to do,
regardless of political affiliation."
As a scout stationed in Iraq.
his unit rescued hostages and

took two al-Qaida cells out of
operation. He is in his second
stint in the Army. He joined at
17, served 2 1/2 years as a
mechanic, left the service and
joined the National Guard. At
28, he re-enlisted in the Army as
a cavalry scout.
But now he's thankful to be
on the mend. After intense physical therapy. Alexander can
again can go deer and duck
hunting with friends. and scoot
along the floor with his 3-yearold son playing with Matchbox
cars. He receives constant

reminders of lose and support of
family and friends.
He'll celebrate Christmas in
his native Paducah, which did
not seem possible in August
when he was severely wounded
on an Iraqi village street.
Alexander is also thankful
that he was allowed to pin the
Bronze Star with Valor combat
award on the chest of the soldier
who saved his life. During a cerrecently
at
Fort
emony
Campbell. the Army also awarded Alexander the Bronze Star.
but he only wanted to talk about

Spc Adam Turcotte
"That was indescribable
being allowed to do that Unless
you're in the military and understand what the award IlleitIts.
words cannot do it Justice."
Alexander said. 'It's an honor to
pin a medal on the person who
saved your life.'
Alexander. 33.was six days
short of finishing his second
yearlong tour in Iraq and looked
forward to his next assignment

•See Page 2A

•See Page 3A
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MORNING RAINBOWS: Two columns of a rainbow were visable this morning in the wo
em sky as sunlight broke through some cloud cover One end of the rainbow, above, w ,
pictured beside Elizabeth College, which has its roof decked out in Chnstrnas lights. while
the other end, at right, was photographed over the Stewart Stadium parking lot
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PolleeFirdNs
Murray Police Department

1714-E Brooklyn at 9,08 a.m. Frktay.
• A burglary was reported at
County Shenff's Department with
Calloway
• An officer assisted
Friday,
an injury crash on Old Salem Road at 10:57 p.m.
theft at 10:21 a.m.
• Someone came into the office to report a
Saturday.
• A break-in was reported at Buck's Body Shop at 11:13 a.m.
Saturday.
• Vandalism was reported at Murray Place at 1:48 p.m. Saturday
back parking lot at
• Criminal mischief was reported in the
Corvette Lanes at 7:56 p.m. Saturday.
• Chminal mischief was reported at 303 N. Fifth St. at 11:26 p.m,
Saturday.
• A burglary was in progress at 2,56 a.m. Sunday at 1506 Doran
Road.
• An attempted burglary of a vehicle at 1608 Main St. Apt. 5 was
reported at 5:36 a.m. Sunday.
• A theft was reported at 10:57 a.m. Sunday at Days Inn.
•A theft was reported at 11:16 a.m. Sunday at 1603 Campbell St
Apt. A.
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
SUNDAY SEASONAL SYMPHONY: The Paducah Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, under the direction of Dr. Bradley
Almquist, Murray State University's director of choral activities, performed a Christmas concert Sunday afternoon at
Lovett Auditorium as part of the Murray Civic Music Association's season. The event featured numerous holiday standards performed before a large crowd at Lovett.

E. coli symptoms show up in
14 who ate at Iowa Taco Bell
CEDAR FALLS, Iowa (AP)
— Near three dozen people fell
ill, including 14 who were hospitalized, with symptoms consistent with infection by the E.
coli bacteria after eating at a
Taco John's restaurant, a local
health department said.
Test results were expected
Monday.
The Taco John's restaurant

Town Crier
NOTICE

• The Calloway County
Board of Education will hold a
public forum at the preschool
on Thursday at 6:15 p.m. to
discuss a health and wellness
policy. This will be before its
monthly board meeting.
•The Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. on
Thursday at the Carter
Administration Building. On
the agenda for the meeting is
first reading of the district's
food service no-charge policy,
attendance and various other
reports, consideration of a
revised salary schedule and a
budget work session to take
place at the end of the meeting. A special-called dinner
meeting and training session
with district Head Start personnel is scheduled for 6 p.m.
at the same location.
II The Housing Authority of
Murray has developed an
agency plan in compliance
with the Quality Housing and
Work Responsibility Act of
1998 and is available for
review at 716 Nash Dr..
through Jan. 16 from 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through
Friday. A public hearing is
planned for Jan. 16 at noon at
the Authority's office.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

has removed any suspected
ingredients from its menu and
sanitized the facility, said Tom
O'Rourke, the Black Hawk
County Health Department
director.
Brian Dixon, vice president
of marketing for Taco John's,
said the company had sent a representative to review cooking
and food storage procedures,
and to examine cleaning reports
and employee health records.
Taco John's is based in
Cheyenne, Wyo. It has no connection to Taco Bell, which has
been linked to an outbreak of a
harsh strain of E. coli that has
sickened more than 60 people in
the Northeast.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention has confirmed 61 cases in five states,
most in New Jersey. New York,
Pennsylvania and Delaware,
plus one in South Carolina.
On Sunday. the New York
Health Department confirmed
that city's first case caused by
the same strain of E. coli found
in the other confirmed cases.
That person was admitted to a
hospital on Nov. 24 after eating
at a Taco Bell, but has fully
recovered.

Dec. 11
14 shopping
days to Christmas

Murray State University Police Department

Prefiling
From Front
Damron, meanwhile, has a
proposal that would offer
Kentuckians a sales tax holiday
weekend once a year, beginning
with the first Friday in August
to help with "back to school."
Damron has proposed the measure before, but said he prefiled
it to make sure it gets continued
discussion.
"It's an effort to try to give a
little bit of a break to families
who are putting children
through school," Damron said,
noting that 15 other states have
similar laws.
State Rep. Stan Lee, RLexington, is the primary sponsor of nine bills waiting for lawmakers' return. Among the is a
bill in which Lee calls for
requiring any state documents
to be published in English only,
unless otherwise authorized by
law. Another would prohibit
university or college employees'
domestic partners from receiving health benefits.
Two other bills would
require
Kentucky
public
schools to use A.D., meaning
"the year of the Lord," and B.C.,
meaning "Before Christ," when
referencing historical dates.
Some bills seek to boost the
state's minimum wage.
State Rep. Milward Dedman,
R-Harrodsburg, wants to make
sure that any state employee
who makes less than $60,000
per year gets an annual 5-percent raise. Those who make
more than $60,000 would get an
annual cost of living adjustment, under the bill prefiled by
Dedman.
Some have a different beat.
One
would
designate
Louisville's orchestra as the
state's official orchestra, while
another would name bluegrass
Kentucky's official music.

011111

0

For those who don't think
they pay enough in taxes, there
is always state Rep. David
Floyd's proposal. Floyd. RBardstown, wants to create a
"tax-me-more account" in the
state coffers, which would
allow people or businesses that
think they're undertaxed to pay
more.
Rep. Jesse Crenshaw, DLexington, is among the lawmakers floating different versions of a bill aimed at automatically restoring felons' voting
rights when they've completed
their sentences. Crenshaw's
automatically
plan
would
restore all felons' voting rights
when they've completed their
court obligations.
Another by Sen. Gerald
Neal, D-Louisville, would offer
voters a constitutional amendment that would reinstate voting
rights to felons under a tiered
system that hinges on how long
they were in prison. Rep. Tom
Riner, D-Louisville. has a similar proposed amendment that
would reinstate voting rights
after someone _ excluding violent and/or sex offenders _ had
not re-offended for three years
and completed community service.
"It is going lobe an issue and
we are hopeful that we can get it
through the House and Senate
and on the ballot for voters to
vote on in 2008," Crenshaw
said.
Pre-filing a bill may not
ensure it can sidestep all the
legislative pitfalls it may meet
in the state Capitol. But it does
get a bill assigned to a legislative committee the first day of
session, Damron said. For a bill
to get before the full body, it
must first win approval in committee.
"It just gives it kind of a leg
up, so to speak," Damron said.

Murray Fire Department

grease fire in the kitchen at 311 S. 10th St. was reported at
3:21 p.m. Sunday.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

•A

Fire damages lake
cabin Saturday night
Staff Report
A cabin near Kentucky Lake
was damaged in a fire Saturday
night.
Calloway County FireRescue responded to the house
fire on Boatwright Trail off Ky.
94 East about II p.m. Saturday
with 24 firefighters in six
trucks.
They were on the scene
about two hours.
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KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times

TOUR STOP: A few women gather in the kitchen of
Robert and Stefani Billington's home at 1615 The Lane
on Sunday afternoon. The Billingtons' home was one of
four on the annual Tour of Homes, which the Murray
Woman's Club Kappa Department organized as a
fundraiser for Murray-Calloway Transit Authority and
Hospice.

III Service ...
From Front
His unit was engaging the local
villagers about 50 kilometers
north of Baghdad when a female
suicide bomber detonated herself less than five feet from him.
Alexander pointed to a chair
across a narrow restaurant table.
"That's how far away she was."
Alexander suffered burns
acros-s 27 percent of his body, a
broken right ankle and shrapnel
wounds. Before the blast,
Alexander and Turcotte of
Foley, Ala., had become fast

Will Be Open
Weeknights,
Mon.-Fri. 'til $
Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 pm.
Sot 1-5 pin.

friends, despite their differing
ranks.
_
Before the smoke cleared,
Turcotte pulled the wounded
Alexander from the village
street, suffering flash burns to
his face.
, For about two weeks after
being severely wounded Aug.
16, Alexander also dealt with
mental wounds, and feared that
life would be incomplete as an
amputee.
After a heart-to-heart talk
with his wife. Charlotte, he
decided to accept hi,
. fate and
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CCFR Chief Greg ('hens
said the cause of the blaze at the
one-story house is undetermined. although it started in one
of the bedrooms.
Cherry said two rooms sustained heavy damage and there
was water and smoke damage
throughout the house.
The owners of the cabin live
in Missouri and no one was in
the home at the time of the fire.
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theft was reported at 11:55 a.m Thursday at Alexander Hall
A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking less than $300,

•A
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live his life to the fullest.
"I felt like life could not go
on after losing my leg, and then
I didn't (care) about it,"
Alexander said. "I've progressed
in my physical therapy. I'm
going to be fitted with a prosthesis."
Tbe soldier's father. Buel
Alexander, said he was amazed
at his son's progress after four
months. "When we saw him at
the end of October, he was
wheelchair bound. I'm very
happy with what he's been able
to accomplish." the elder
Alexander said.
But his son admitted he could
not do it alone.
His wife learned from hospital personnel how to apply salve
and tie Ace bandages."My wife.
my parents have been great. My
wife constantly, constantly wore
out visiting hours at the hospital
and was there for heart-to-heart
talks," Alexander said. "If it
wasn't for that. I might not have
been able to get back to reality."
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III Resister ...
From Front

Federal dollars help
working poor hey homes
EAR is‘, 1111.. Ky.1/1/P1— ASO Kings feels inset use about the

In a recent interview at a Toronto restaurant,
more than a year
since he wore the uniform and made the trip, Hall
wore a Bills jersey as he discussed the complexities of his
decision but voiced no
regrets.
"I have no desire to go back," he said.
Back at Fort Campbell, an unsuspecting Jill Hart picked up the
phone at the house she had decorated in red, white and blue,
where
a Rosie the Riveter poster hung
on the wall. Her husband of use
years said he was not coming home.
Within days, Patrick Hart was listed as AWOL from the Army.
Jill. who had thrown herself into the nulitary life -- counseling
families, working for the company commander — was told the
Army would stop health benefits for her epileptic son. then 3.
The threat was supposed to convince Patrick Hart to reconsider.
It convinced Jill Hart her husband was on to something.
"I thought we had this great relationship." she recalled of her life
within the military. "It made it very clear I'd been living in this
world seeing what I wanted to see.She acknowledges she would have told the base commander if
she knew of her husband's plans, out of fear of the trouble he would
be in.
Though devastated, she flew to Toronto, where the family was
reunited in September 2005, a month after her husband crossed the
border. Jill Hart decided to give it a year. 'Three days later I WAN
fine," she says now.
With their families and the resisters' organization helping with
living expenses, the Harts have been active with peace groups and
the Toronto Epilepsy Association, and visible critics of the war that
Patrick calls a "war of aggression.- He and others say they still consider themselves soldiers, that the military left them, not the other
way around.
"If you want to support the troops, bring them home," said Hart.
who was in the Army 9 1/2 years and served nearly a year in Kuwait
in 2003. He left a month before he was to be sent to Iraq.
To prepare for Iraq. he says he made himself study pictures and
videos of atrocities captured by other soldiers: "People getting
ripped apart by machine guns. Little kids with chemical burns all
over ... I would watch the beheading of Nick Berg. I was trying to
turn myself into a monster so that when I went over there there
would be no mercy....
"But that leaves scars on the inside,- he said.
Army representatives did not return repeated calls seeking cornInent
Supporters estimate there are well over 200 U.S. military deserters in Canada who have not yet sought formal protection.
—There's a huge amount of support," Jill Han said. "We've
changed minds."
But not all minds, by any means.
In October, two of the self-described war resisters in Canada
returned to the United States and turned themselves in.
Kyle Snyder, 23. of Colorado Springs. Colo., was ordered to
return to his unit. He has since disappeared.
Darrell Anderson, 24, of Lexington. Ky., was held for three days
and received an other-than-honorable discharge.
When he explained his decision at a Kentucky news conference.
a World War II veteran in the audience, Les Powers. called him "a
deserter ... a coward."
—They should have shot you," Powers told Anderson.
This past June, Hart and a handful of other military deserters put
on black T-shirts emblazoned with AWOL and gathered with "peace
mom" Cindy Sheehan in a Fort Erie. Ontario, park. They were
cheered by about 100 people, ncluding Bruce Beyer. who moved to
Canada after refusing induction into the Army during the Vietnam
War.
Beyer said he felt forgotten after fleeing charges in the United
States and is determined to show the current generation they hase
support.
"The limbo in which American war resisters are living in Canada
is rather overwhelming, in that the Canadian government has not
taken a position of welcome." said Beyer, whose own expenence
was far different. Beyer quickly received landed immigrant status
when he arrived in Canada in 1972. He spent five years in Canada.
returning only after President Jimmy Carter issued an amnesty for
those who left.
The Canadian government, which has troops in Afghanistan but
not Iraq, has so far denied refugee status to today's U.S. troops. The
Immigration and Refugee Board in October ruled against Pfc.
Joshua Key, saying he would likely be court-martialed if returned to
the United States but not subjected to cruel or unusual punishment.
Appeals of two earlier rejections. in the cases of Jeremy Hinz:man
and Brandon Hughey, are pending.
"What that means is that for the war resisters leaving the United
States and going to Canada, they're allowed to live in Canada,
they're allowed to work in Canada, they are even given access to
medical and health insurance programs, but they are not given any
legal status," Beyer said. "So they're really living. I suppose. with
the threat of any day being deported.He cautions resisters, from experience, that their decision will
follow them through life.
"Here I am 58 years old and for something I did 35 years ago.
you're interviewing me," said Beyer, who returned to the United
States in 1977. He now owns a woodworking business in Buffalo.
Despite an uncertain future, the Harts — who still display the
poster of Rosie the Riveter in their Toronto apartment — have a pos
itive view of the past year. which they would not have spent together had Patrick Hart gOne to Iraq as planned.
"Every day I wake up with my son.- Patrick Hart said, "it just
assures me I did the right thing."

future. but thanks au a federal program. he can It us hi. *trines ibri
his family instead ut whether Of Mt he's gol a roof osei his bead
Ik and his wife. Flatcars Abbas %be.fled *en borne in Sudan
six years ago after die govanstat accused lam ut having rebel
sympathies After three yaws a Syn& they were admitted to the
United States as political refugees
Hui after dosing int an 1,100 lisplare • Wail single-gory bootie out
side of Louiss ilk res;endy. Koiyi's thoughts were Of kb MO young
daughters and a baby on the way
"If anything happens to me. my kids will ha.c sorneplake to
stay." kenyi told The Couner-lournal
The Refugee Savings Program, adnunistered by Jewish Family
& Vocational Service, helped raise the down payment It s among
programs being used in Louisville that target low tritium lanulics
and the working poor
All the programs offer sasings plans called Indis idual
Development Acounts, similar to 4011k i retirement plans
Community -based organirations, howeyer, pros ide the dollar
matches and Set SAN mg. requirements IDAs are funded through
government and pnv ate sector grants The programs match families
savings so they can buy a home, go to college or start a Silkiness
Photo provided
McCONNELL INTERN: U.S. Senate Maionty Whip
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., announced that Michael
Belcher of Murray is serving as a press intern in his
Washington. D.C. office Belcher. 21, is a senior at
Murray State University maionng in ioumalism and
mass communications He graduated from Murray High
School in 2003 and is the son of Tim and Tonle Belcher
of Murray

MHS wins WKAB title
Special to the Ledger
Members of the Murray High School Academic learn — Kristin
Addison, Bradley Black. Wesley Bolin. Josh Clingermayer, Matt
Jordan. Richard Osban. Kagan Walker. and Daniel White — recently claimed the West Kentucky Academic Bowl(WKAB)championship title.
The MHS Academic team will now advance to the WKAB finals
that will be held at the West Kentucky Community and Technical
College Campus (WKCTC) on Feb. 9. The event will televised
from WKCTC's television studio.
Held recently at Calloway County High School, the WKAB (a
single elimination tournament) included academic teams from
Calloway County. Christian Fellowship, and Marshall County high
schools.
Prior to this win, the MHS Academic Team claimed fourth place
in the Quick Recall Competition at the WKCTC President's Cup.
Madisonville North claimed first. while Lone Oak and Graves
C'ounty captured second and third place recognition. Academic
teams from Caldwell and C'alloway counties. Hopkins Central.
Reidland and Todd ('ounty Central also participated in the competition.
Individual written assessment results from the President's Cup
were as follows: Mathematics (18 participants): Bradley Black,
second: Josh Hyatt, fifth. Science (18 participants): Matt Jordan.
fifth: Brad Cobb. 14th.
Language Arts (17 participants)•
Shraddha Chakradhar. fourth: Kristin Addison, 10th. Arts and
Humanities 117 participants): Wesley Bolin. third: Daniel White.
seventh. Social Studies (18 participants 1: Richard Osban. sixth:
Chns Hudson, 12th.

Deal settles dispute over old artillery
piece in eastern Kentucky
net 'skit /10
Is s\Pi
An old artier poece that over
looks Middlesboro has been ii the center of a custody dispute for
decades
But the veterans group and the private landowners arguing over
the antique weapon have finally reached a treaty of sorts by settling
a federal lawsuit in the matter
tinder the deal, the local American Legion Dewey Guy Post No
14 can display the gun at the Middleshort)-Bell County airport near
a tank and a Korean War ict The post will place a bronze plaque on
the gun acknowledging the contributions of members of the Wilbur
Gisens' Lands in protecting and honoring the weapon tor mans
years, said attorneys for the two sides
"Here I think you have everyone winning.- ..ud IP. "Pete- Cline
III, a Middlesboro attorney who represents the post "It will be in a
much better location for public display"
U.S. District fudge Danny (- Reeves signed a ruling early this
month dismissing the lawsuit.
The post had argued that sometime after it mosed from its headquarters — where the gun had been parked since 1948 -- and sold
the property in 1963, the new owner. Wilbur Ovens, refused to go e
post members the gun.
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More dripping
in Frankfort
FRANKFORT - Does everyone hear the drip...drip—drip
of the Chinese water torture first noticed last summer as
Kentucky Republican Party leaders attempted to jettison Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's candidacy for re-election?
After a period of silence on Fletcher's
prospects of winning a second term next
year, within the last week a top GOP
strategist compared Fletcher to a cult leader
who brought death and destruction to his
followers, and both of Kentucky's Republican U.S. senators declined publicly to
endorse Fletcher's re-election.
That's a message sent loud enough for
even someone totally out of touch with
reality to understand.
The question is whether Fletcher will
Agree Or
understand the depth of his party's animosNot
RepubliBy Todd Duvall ity toward the failure of the first
administration in Frankfon in 30 years
can
Syndicated
That animosity is grounded in the hiring
Columnist
scandal that brought on that failure, as
well as criminal indictments against many
important GOP officials who had to be
-pardoned by Fletcher to avoid trial.
First soon-to-he Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell
pointedly declined to give the nod to Fletcher's re-election.
Then Sen. Jim Bunning told reporters flat-out he won't
endorse Fletcher until he sees whether Rep. Anne Northup or
Rep. Hal Rogers is willing to oppose Fletcher in the Republican Primary.
"I want the best person that's available to win the governor's race," Bunning said. "Until I know who all the players
Now that Hillary has dropped the
are I won't know who the best person is." Bunning left no
coy pretense of indecision that she used
doubt that he does not consider Fletcher "the best person."
Reflecting on the meaning of his. and McConnell's lack of to justify her reelection to a Senate
seat she no longer wants and has told
endorsement of Fletcher, Bunning Observed, "It shows how
friends that she plans to run for presifar he has to come back."
dent. two questions present themselves:
Indeed it does.
Can she win? And
The comments clearly are an indication that top party
what kind of a presiofficials have not given u on finding a viable candidate to
dent would she be?
beat Fletcher in the May Primary and then beat the DemocShe definitely can
ratic nominee in November.
win ... and probably
And just as clearly, they don't believe wealthy Paducah
uniquely
businessman Billy Harper, a former strong Fletcher supporter, will. She is
able to expand the
IS that candidate. Harper has been airing statewide television
electorate to bring in
ads paid for with his own considerable resources since Sepmillions of women,
tember, but people still wonder aloud who he is and what
mostly single, who will
he's up to.
vote overwhelmingly
With the top Democratic prospects out of the race, retainfor a female Democrat.
Morris
ing the governor's office in Republican hands is at least
feminization of
The
Advisory
Fletchof
prospect
possible with the right candidate, but the
poverty, long decried
By Dick Morris
er, whose approval rating is still around only about 30 perby the left, will finally
Syndicated
all.
at
good
isn't
successful
being
cent,
lead unmarried women
Columnist
Kentucky politics is always a fascinating show no matter
to show up at the
one
be
to
up
shaping
is
race
governor's
2007
the
but
what,
polling place and vote
for the history books.
their short-term economic interest and
Consider that Rep. Ben Chandler, Louisville Mayor Jerry
vindicate their gender bias.
Abramson and State Auditor Crit Luallen, each with a virtual
In 2000, only 19 million single
lock on beating Fletcher, simply walked away, leaving at
women voted. By 2004. their turnout best inexperienced Democrats or other Democrats with politirose to 27 million. With Hillary' in the
cal or personal baggage to fight it out in a likely crowded
race, the single-female vote will probaand expensive primary.
bly go up to its proper ratio of the
Fletcher, with all the power of incumbency, is publicly
adult population — 33 million votes.
shunned by the most important figures in his own party,
Can white men outvote single
who are actively seeking someone to run against him in an
women? Despite the intensity with
expensive primary.
which white men tend to oppose
It's as if the Democrats don't really want to win. RepubHillary, they can't vote twice.
licans, on the other hand, are convinced their own incumbent
The enthusiasm that will grip many
governor can't win.
Americans — women in particular —
Is Fletcher capable of making the comeback that would
at the cultural implications of a Woman
generate endorsements from McConnell and Bunning?
president will probably sweep through
the primaries and cause many to overNot if Bunning's complaint that Fletcher's top advisers
look Hillary's flaws and dismiss her
ignored the GOP congressional delegation is true. That's the
defects. The generic of a woman candikind of attitude that succeeds in alienating the very party
date will prove so attractive that milfigures who are critical not only to a successful administralions-'of voters will overcome their
tion, but also are key to re-election.
Right now those party figures are making life difficult for
Anne Northup and Hal Rogers and perhaps some others who
are capable of ending Ernie Fletcher's political career and
hanging on to the big office on the first floor of the Capitol.
Certainly, Kentucky Democrats aren't showing what it
takes to regain that big office next year, but then, anything
is possible in Kentucky politics, especially in 2007.

Hillary can win, but mustn't
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objections to the specific person who is
running.
Her mastery of the establishment of
the Democratic Party, her vast lead
among ex-officio delegates — many of
whom have received campaign contributions from her coffers — and the
celebrity taw of her ex-president husband will prove hard for a mere mortal
to overcome.
But should she win? No way!
Those who know both Hillary and
Bill well and are willing to speak
frankly in public realize the fundamental differences between the two and
grasp hellv his abilities are the counterpoints to her defects.
He is intensely creative, constantly
turning issues over in his mind seeking
new solutions. She rarely has a new
idea but specializes in advocacy — the
rote recitation of talking pOints.
He has an instinctual feel for people and an uncanny ability to read a
room and know what everyone in it is
thinking. She is obtuse in her understanding of people and ham-handed in
her approach.
He cares deeply about being loved.
She seeks popularity as a means to the
goal of getting elected but otherwise
marches to the beat of her inner, liberal drummer.
He distrusts ideology, and his
innate perfectionism finds all belief systems flawed. She swallows the ideological line of the guru du jour hook, line
and sinker.
During the healthcare years, it was
Ira Magaziner who pushed her buttons.
When she decided to back the Iraq
War, it was the generals who paraded
before her committee. She is vulnerable
to a cultish adoration of the guys with
all the answers.

He lets the give and take of politics wash off his back. A critic is a
potential convert whom he hopes to
charm over to his side. She has a
rigidly dichotomized view of friends
and enemies, demanding total loyalty
and public silence from the former and
maintaining a ruthless determination to
destroy the latter. She is a Democratic
Nixon to those whom she perceives as
her enemies.
He is a moderate by instinct, seeking incremental change. She devotedly
and deeply believes in a European-style
socialism in which government takes
much more of our national income and
offers a far wider array of services and
benefits.
He'll raise taxes when he has to
She'll increase them just to redistnhutc
income.
He's most like Eisenhower.
Kennedy and Bush Sr. — feeling hi,
way. acting with caution, and skeptical
of all advice. She is more like LBJ.
Nixon or Bush Jr. — determined to
charge ahead and do what she thinks
needs to he done, the torpedoes he
damned.
And finally, he knows who he is
and, except for his private shortcomings, is not ashamed to let it show.
She constantly seeks to reinvent herself
and rigidly maintains an almost totally
inaccurate image in public of what she
is really like in private. He has little
discipline. Hers is iron. His caution is
innate. Hers is a learned response to
what happens when people see who she
really is.
He made a very good domestic-policy president. She would be a disaster
at home and abroad.
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Space shuttle Discovery races toward
rendezvous with space station today

honk (Polity) Armstrong

••=.111.1m,

Maim

The funeral for Jimmie (Porky) Armstrong
will be Tuesday at II
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Larry Elkins will
give the eulogy and John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Ronald Wisehart, Laity Elkins
Bobby Holmes, Justin Franklin, Daniel Holskey
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla.
and
Jeff Liles. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memonal (AP) — After receiving a clean
Gardens.
bill of health, space shuttle
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 Discovery early today raced
p.m. today (Monday).
toward a rendezvous with the
Mr. Armstrong.63, Charlie Miller Road, Almo,
died Friday, Doc. international space station.
8, 2006, at 6:55 p.m. in Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
emer- ready to deliver a new crew
gency room. His death was from imunes sustained in
an automobile member and a 2-ton addition to
crash on U.S. 641 North.
the space lab.
A Navy veteran of peacetime, he had retired as a sergeant
U.S. astronaut Sunita "Suni"
after 20
years of service with the Murray Police Department.
Williams was to get a first look
Preceding him in death were his wife. Judy
M. Wilkerson at her home for the next six
Armstrong on July 31, 2006, and one son, Kenneth
Armstrong in months after Discovery docks at
2005. Born July 23, 1943, in Highland Park, Mich., be was
the son the space station, which is slated
of the late Charles Brent Williams and Leona Evans
for Monday afternoon. She will
Williams.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Dawn McCuiston
German
astronaut
and replace
husband. Eddie, Benton, Mrs. Lisa Marie Franklin and husband.
Jay, Thomas Reiter of the European
Dexter, and Mrs. Belvia Louise Holskey and husband,
Daniel. Space Agency.
Hazel; one son. James Armstrong and wife, Susan,
"I think we're off to a really.
Franklin, Tenn.;
eight grandchildren.
good start," Discovery commander Mark Polansky told
Mrs. Mary Humphreys Finch
Mission Control Sunday night
Mrs. Mary Humphreys Finch. 89, Sycamore Street, Murray,
died as his crew wrapped up a meta.Saturday, Dec. 9, 2006, at 4:05 a.m. at Spring Creek Health
ulous inspection of the shuttle.
Care.
She had worked in the tooling office department with McDonnell looking for any possible damage
Douglas Aircraft Company in St. Louis, Mo.. before retinng.
She from liftoff. "Really looking forwas a member of First Baptist Church. Murray.
ward to some real exciting days
Preceding her in death were her husband. Woodrow Key. in 1957: ahead."
one daughter. Linda Key; and two brothers. Donis and Doyle
Discovery will get another
Humphreys. Born May 23, 1917, in Calloway County. she was the inspection about an hour before
daughter of the late Fred Humphreys and Pearl Smotherman docking, when Polansky manuHumphreys.
ally steers the shuttle's nose up
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Susanne Bowers and hus- and slowly flips the spacecraft
Ae
band, David, Lansing, Mich.; one sister. Mrs. Volene Young. over SO the space station's crew The Space Shuttle Discovery streaks across the Sky over Daytona Beach, Fla. after Mt off
from Kennedy Space Center. Saturday
Murray; six grandchildren: 10 great-grandchildren.
can photograph its belly for
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. damage. The safety procedure
Churchill Funeral Home. B.J. Clarke and Kirk Samms will officiate. was implemented after the shock wase passing over ...or
there's some settling," Shannon
Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery.
Columbia accident in 2003.
said. "We've seen exactly the
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 to 8 p.m. today
The space shuttle's heat
same thing on the last couple of
(Monday).
shield looks to be in good health
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church. so far. NASA managers said flights. We don't know exactly
203 S. Fourth St., Murray. Ky.. 42071 in memory of Mary Sunday night, although it will be what's happening."
Engineers were working on
Humphreys Finch.
at least two days before engiproblems with a system that
neers can rule out any possible
cools the shuttle's radiators, a
Mrs. Helen Electa Fulkerson
damage from the program's first
predicament that surfaced durMrs. Helen Elects Fulkerson, 83, Elm Grove Road, Murray. died night launch in four years.
ing
Discovery's last flight in
today. Dec. 11, 2006, at 5:30 a.m. at her home.
As expected. small pieces of July.
They also focused on a
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
foam debris and ice fell off
latching mechanism on the shutDiscovery's external fuel tank
tle's robotic arm that would not
Frank Hil
dunng Saturday night's launch,
operate automatically. Neither
Frank Hill, 74, Strawberry Lane, Murray, died Saturday. Dec. 9. hut they didn't appear to strike
was expected to affect the flight.
2006. at 4:55 p.m. in Murray-Calloway County Hospital's emer- the shuttle — or if they did it
'The space shuttle also was
gency room. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- was too late in ascent to cause
dropping off an SI I million
ments.
serious damage. said deputy
addition which will be installed
shuttle program manager John
during the first spacewalk on
Mrs. Wanda L Williams
Shannon, chairman of the mis- Tuesday,
and six other astroMrs. Wanda L. Williams, 73, Walnut Street, Benton. died Sunday. sion management team.
nauts who unlike Williams will
Dec. 10. 2006. at 12:35 a.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center. • "The team sees nothing of
stay only seven days at the space
A homemaker, she was a member of Maple Spring United concern at this time." Shannon
station. Two other spacewalks
said.
Methodist Church.
are scheduled to rewire the
NASA engineers were study- space
Preceding her in death were her husband.
lab's electrical grid from a
Prentice Williams, and her mother. Lora Walker ing four low-momentum read- temporary
to a permanent power
IAP
ings from sensors on the leading
Clark.
system.
In this image made from NASA TV. a robotic arm and camera
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Penny edge of the shuttle's wing about
The docking will occur with boom are extended out from
the Space Shuttle Discovery as
Williams Roberts. one son, Craig Williams. her two minutes after liftoff.
both spacecrafts traveling about it orbits
Earth Sunday. The camera and sensors will scan and
father, Franklin Clark, one sister, Mrs. Judy
"I don't know if they're 17,500
mph, about 220 miles
inspect the shuttle's wings and nose cap for damage during
McCallon. and one brother. Donnie Clark. all of strikes. In the past. there's a lot
above Earth.
Benton; two grandchildren; one stepgrandchild; of folks who think it's just a
liftoff
two great-grandchildren: two stepgreat-grandWilliams
children.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m, in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Robert Saywell will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Maple Spnngs Cemetery, Benton.
ATLANTIC, Va.(API — The duct All its experiments.
ing sufficient power to the spaceport S621.00 for the
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today launch of a rocket carrying two
"Rather than me standing in spacecraft to power all our sys- launch. spaceport director Billie
(Monday).
satellites for the Air Force and front of you in a few hours say- tems and to conduct all
our Reed said Sunday.
NASA was scrubbed this morn- ing we have a serious problem expenments." Peck said.
The %ill:unit Commercial
ing because of a problem with with a spacecraft on orbit, we've
Also aboard the rocket was Space Hight Authonly. a state
the flight software, officials caught it up before we've gone the
NASA's
shoebox-size agency created in 1945. built Ihe
said.
up." Peck said from NASA's GeneSat-1 satellite, which car- launch pad in 1998 on land
The mission, which would Wallops Flight Facility, where ries a harmless strain of E. coli
leased from NASA on Wallops
have included the first takeoff the spaceport launch pad is bacteria as part of an experiment
Island on Virginia's Eastern
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip blood.
from the mid-Atlantic region's located.
to study the long-term effects of Shore peninsula Maryland later
(AP) — Palestinian gunmen
"I have no words. Words stop commercial spaceport, will be
The 69-foot Minotaur I rock- space on living organisms. The joined the commercial venture
killed three young sons of a sen- at the extent of this crime," the postponed
until at least et was blast off at 7 a.m. EST, results could be useful for
Orbital Sciences Corp. of
ior Palestinian intelligence offi- boys father. Baha Balousheh. Wednesday — and possibly for carrying the TacSat-2.
designed NASA's mission to Mars.
Dulles
built the rocket with two
cer this morning, pumping told The Associated Press. "I am as long as two to three weeks — to test the military's
ability to
The Mid-Atlantic Regional stages made from decommisdozens of bullets into their car as a father who has lost his chil- while the problem is being transmit
images of enemy tar- Spaceport. or MARS. is one of sioned Minuteman interconti it passed through a street crowdresolved, said Neal Peck, pro- gets to battlefield commanders only six federally licensed
nental halhistit. missiles and two
ed with schoolchildren in an
Senior officials in the intelli- gram manager for the Air in minutes, a process
that now launch centers in the country.. stages from Pegasus rockets
apparent botched assassination gence service, which is loyal to Force's TacSat-2 satellite.
can take hours or days.
The Air Force will pay the
attempt that could ignite wide- the Fatah Party of President
Peck described the problem
Peck said the glitch occurred
spread factional fighting.
Mahmoud Abbas. blamed the as an "iinomaly with the spacein software that controls the
There was no immediate Islamic militant group Hamas craft flight software."
That prob- pointing of the satellite toward
claim of responsibility for the for the shooting. Balousheh. a
lem, first discovered Sunday the sun, which helps it use solar
drive-by attack, which left the Fatah member, was a lead internight, would have prevented one rays for battery charging. The
schoolbags and a small plastic rogator in a crackdown on
of the satellites from getting panels arc 45 degrees off.
bag with a sandwich covered in Hamas a decade ago.
Investments Since 1854
DIRT .11 of 9 AI 191
enough power in space to con"So we would not he receis -

Software problems abort launch of satellite
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Gunmen kill sons of Palestinian
official in drive-by shooting
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COMMUNITYHazel Woman's Club will judge
Christmas homes Wednesday

nnouncemenis
311r/
3
David Lawrence Johnson
the parents

Hazel Woman's Club will have its annual contest for decorations of homes for
Christmas this year.
The judging will take place on Wednesday. Residents of the homes in the city
limits of Hazel are asked to have their
lights turned on or before 6:30 p.m.
First, second and third winning prizes
will be given by the club.

Mr. and Mrs. Jeremy F. Johnson of Almo are
of a son, David Lawrence Johnson, born on Monday. Sept. 4,
2006. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed 7 pounds two ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Hannah Mudd. Three sisters
are Lindi Johnson, 5 1/2, Annalia•Johnson, 4. and KatieBeth
Johnson, 2.
Maternal grandparents are Steve and Kathi Mudd of Littleton, Colo.
Paternal grandparents are Joel and Linda Boone of Owensboro.
Maternal great-grandparents are Phyllis Mudd and Phyllis
Banke. both of Colorado.

Woodmen of the World Lodges 170 and
970
will have a catered Christmas dinner on
By Jo Burkeen
Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the WOW Harmon
Community
building. Each one is asked to bring a $5
Editor
gift for the Chinese auction. If possible call
753-4741 for dinner reservations.

Datebook

Skyler Jamie Rutland
Cory Don Rutland and Emily
Louise Thorne of Murray are
the parents of a son, Skyler
Jamie Rutland, born on Wednesday, Oct. 18, 2006. at 8:54
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
15 ounces and measured 19
1/2 inches.
Grandparents are David and
Carolyn Thorne and Lee and
Linda Beach, all of Murray,
and the late Jamie Rutland.
Great-grandparents are Jerry
and Marilyn Edwards, Joyce
and Bud Thome. Don and Leta
Rutland, the late Ernie and
Mary Sheridan, the late Don
Treat, and the late Elmer Penney.

Free Diabetes session Tuesday
Free Diabetes Session will be Tuesday from II a.m. to
noon in the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. Jeri
Brown, ARNP, Animas Corporation, will present a program on
"AM I a Candidate for an Insulin Pump?" Light refreshments
will be served. For information call 762-1806.

Murray Band Boosters will meet
Photo provided
Sarah Parnsh is shown holding the hair that she had cut off to
donate to the "Locks of Love" organization.

Skyler Jamie Rutland

Parrish donates hair
to Locks of Love

Noah William Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Morris of Murray are the parents of
a son, Noah William Morris, born on Wednesday, Nov. 29,
2003, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The mother is the former Andrea Paschall.
Maternal grandparents are Pat Paschall of Puryear. Tenn..
and Nora Parrish of Murray.
Paternal grandparents are William B. and Carolyn Morris of
Murray.
Maternal great-grandparents are Everett Miles of Murray and
Cleva Paschall of Puryear.

Jayden Daniel Phillips
,
'NW" 'MEN" .111111." .1•0
,
MIOP
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Phillips
of Murray are the parents of
a son, Jayden Daniel Phillips,
born on Friday, Oct. 27, 2006,
at 3:03 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
10 ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Stephanie Williams. A
brother is Jacob Phillips.
Grandparents are Danny and
Evelyn Phillips and Greg and
Rida Williams, all of Murray.
are
Great-grandparents
James and Lorene deurin.
William and Sarah Hicks, and
Jayden Daniel Phillips
Sue Williams, all of Murray.
A great-great-grandmother is Della Wheatley of Paris, Tenn.

1

Elly Klaire Grogan
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Grogan of Murray are the parents of a
daughter. Elly Klaire Grogan, born on Monday. Dec. 4, 2006,
at 12:54 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 13 ounces and measured 19
1/2 inches. The mother is the former Amy Westerfeld. Two
sisters are Elizabeth and Lydia.
Grandparents are Betty Mollaun and Judy and Glenn Grogan, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Joe Pat and Euple Ward of Murray.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler
Well we've had another busy week We
enjoyed Ben Graves from the Calloway
County Public Librars who shared with
us "funny- Christmas stones His presentation was even more exciting when one
of our birds got out of the cage and decided to visit everyone in the living room'
We appreciate lenise Howard coming
,tut and bringing her Mary Kay items so
we could do some Christmas shopping
She keeps us all looking and smelling
lovely We always enjoy her visits
We played a different type of Bingo this
week. The residents brought items from
their apartment, and we put it all in a big
basket and used them for Bingo pnzo
You know what they say -0111e persor
funk is another person's treasure It cer•
taints gave Bingo a new twist
Saturday night we had an old fashioned
Christmas party for our residents and
their families Hickory Woods provided
turkey and dressing and the families
brought their special homemade dishes
What a wonderful variety! Juanita Lee's
son. Wayne and his wife came in from
Arkansas for the occasion. along with
Monk Stallona daughter. Sheila and
1)avid Gowan's daughter,. Judv and lar
Fugene Jones And Gladys Travis won the
prize for the most guests Jessie Barrow.
William Duncan, William WhitloW*1
Enid Sanders had the next largest roupetti_
Mane Taylor and her students set off the
evening entertaining us with Chnstrn..,
(awls It the doesn't get you in the
Chnstmas spirit nothing will There',
nothing like spoldlog aristufas with
of family feel Mods.
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Sarah Rose Parrish has
donated her 10-inch long ponytail to the Locks Of Love
organization.
The Essential Day Spa in
Murray took care of her haircut, as well as mailing her
donation to Locks Of Love at
no charge.

Parrish is 5 years old and
attends Apple Tree School. She
is the daughter of David Parrish and Missy and Brent Dunlap of Murray.
For more information on
Locks of Love, call 1-888-8961588 or visit www.locksoflove.org.

Auditions scheduled
for Disney musical
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Auditions for Disney's Aladdin Jr.
will be held today and Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Century 21
Waldrop and Waldrop Realtors
at 935 Paris Rd.
The Disney musical will be
performed Feb. 23-25 and
March 2-4 at the Community

Performing Arts Center in Mayfield.
Auditions are for children,
ages 11-18. Those auditioning
for Nes in the musical must
cothe with a song prepared.
For more information, contact Cathy Steddum at 7057358.

Assistance places
requesting donations
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Center and the Gentry
House Homeless Shelter, both
of Murray, are partnering up
and asking for help with items
needed to assist clients that have
been misplaced from their permanent homes. Many of these
individuals have children. Current items needed are towels,
wash cloths, kitchen trash bags,
toilet paper. paper towels, hair

conditioner, cleaning supplies
and old cell phones. Items may
be taken to Merryman House
at 629 Broad St. Ext. or Gentry House at 716 Nash Dr.,
between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 3 p.m.. Monday through
Friday. Both offices are United Way agencies and are located across from each other. For
more information call 759-2373
or 753-5000. ext. 306.

ladiesof theOaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regular
bridge play last Wednesday at the club.
Winners were Shirley Jenstrom, first place, and Marge
Andrews, second place.
Cynthia Darnall served as hostess.
Bridge will be played Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. with Maxa
Read as hostess. To sign up, call Reed at 753-5178.
A short special business meeting of the Ladies Activities
will be held immediately after bridge at 11:30 a.m. Wednesday. ,

It's ok to splurge for
the holidays...

moviesinmurray.com

Murray Band Boosters will meet tonight at 7 in the band
room. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Calloway Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County Laker Band Booster meeting will be Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. ui the Calloway County High school band
room. The boosters support both the high school and middle
school band programs. Middle and high school parents and all
interested persons are invited.

Southwest Council will meet
Southwest Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. at Tom's Grille, according to
Janet Byassee Johnson, principal.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting Tuesday at 3:30
p.m. in the media center.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the media center. All interested persons are' invited.

Senior center selling calendars
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center is selling
an historical calendar of Murray with the cost being only $.5
which would be an excellent Christmas gift. All profits will
go to help fund the services offered at the center.

Tigers' football banquet Sunday
The 2006 Murray High School tiger football banquet will
be Sunday at 1 p.m. in the Murray Middle School cafeteria.
Tickets must be purchased in advance at $30 per person by
contacting Pam at 753-6176. Awards presentations and highlight video will follow in the auditorium at 2 p.m. and is open
to the public.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Free Diabetes session Tuesday
Free Diabetes Session will be Tuesday from II a.m. to
noon in the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. Jeri
Brown, ARNP, Animas Corporation. will present a program on
"Am I a Candidate for an Insulin Pump?" Light refreshments
will be served. For information call 762-1806.

TOPS will meet Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS. #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

Support Group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. This is a support group for people who have lost one or
both parents due to death and to help each other throne) the
hard times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7537129.

Lions Club plans event
Murray Lions Club will have its annual Christmas dinner
on Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel
with entertainment by Elizabeth Johnson. vocalist. and Todd
Hill, pianist. Reservations are required for the dinner by calling Everett L. Craig at 753-3317.

THEOS group to meet Tuesday
THEOS (They Help Each Other Spiritually) Group, a bereavement support group for persons who have lost their spouses
to death, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Lillian Suiter will present a program on
"Love for Others."

Apocalypto
R- 7:00 - 9:45
Deja Vu
PG13 - 7:05- 9:35

e ants Clause 3
G - 9:00
Happy Feet
PG - 6:55
The Holiday
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:50
Unaccompanied Minors
PG - 7:20 - 9:15
- kTheThalls
PG - 7:25 - 9:30

The Nativity Story
PG - 7:15
Casino Royale
PG13 - 9:20
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FARM
Farmer pleased with '07 receipt forecast
FRANKFORT. Ky.
Commissioner
Agriculture
Richie Farmer was pleased to
hear that Kentucky agricultural
cash receipts -are expected to
reach a record of nearly $4.3 billion in 2007.
Economists
with
the
University of Kentucky Colkge
of Agriculture announced the
forecast in its 2007 economic
outlook. UK expects Kentucky
farm receipts next year to reach
$4.296 billion, which would
break the record of $4.13 billion
set in 2004. The forecast
assumes normal growing conditions and no major disease outbreaks. UK said 2006 cash
receipts will be $4.1 billion, the
second-highest total on record.
"The state of agriculture in
Kentucky
s
Commissioner Farmer said.
"But almost as important as the
strong financial numbers is a
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Photo provided
POULTRY JUDGES: Picutred are Donna Wilson, Cynthia
Barnett and Adam Wilson at the National 4-H Poultry and
Egg Conference. The Kentucky Team placed 9th overall
in the National 4-H Poultry Judging Competition. Barnett
and Wilson earned the opportunity to compete at the
Kentucky State Fair. The conference included educational tours,competitions in venous aspects of poultry and
avian knowledge for the 4-H youth, formal banquet and
awards. Teams from California to New York competed in
this natioanl event.
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Be familiar with terms
for wintery weather
With winter upon us. it's
important to closely follow
local weather forecasts and
warnings and be familiar with
seasonal weather terminology.
This knowledge could save
lives.
Listening to a National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration(NOAA)AllHazards Weather Radio is one
of the best ways to monitor
severe winter weather notices.
Part of a nationwide network of
radio stations, this radio broadcasts National Weather Service
warnings, watches, forecasts
and other hazard information
24 hours a day. These radios
only receive weather alerts for
your specific county or the surrounding area. When issued by
your local National Weather
Service Forecast Office, weather radios provide an alerting
tone when severe weather
approaches your area.
Severe winter weather can
ompletely immobilize an area.
Heavy snow. blizzards or ice ,
storms are a potential killer of
people, pets and livestock. So
when weather forecasts predict
extremely harsh weather, make
advance safety plans in case
the conditions develop.
Explanations about some
winter weather terms you
might hear on radio or televi,ion broadcasts are:
— A winter storm warning
is issued in anticipation of a
combination of heavy snow.
freezing rain or sleet. This.
warning usually is issued six to
24 hours before the weather is
expected to begin.
— A winter storm watch
alerts you to the possibility of a
blizzard, heavy snow, freezing
rain or sleet. It usually is given
12 to 36 hours before the
beginning of the storm.
— A winter storm outlook is
issued prior to a winter storm
watch, usually 48 to 60 hours
in aJvance of a winter storm.
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'The outlook
is issued
when forecasters
believe winter weather
conditions
are possible
— A blizzard warning
is given for
sustained or Agr4 ;cultural
gusty winds
Update
of 35 miles By Todd Powell
per hour or
County
more, and
Extension
falling or
Agent for
blowing
Agriculture/ ,
snow that
Natural
limits visibilResources
ity to onefourth mile
or less. These conditions
should persist for at least three
hours.
— The wind chill is based
on the rate of heat loss from
exposed skin caused by the
combined effects of wind and
cold. An advisory is issued
when wind chill temperatures
are expected to be between 20
degrees below 0 or colder. If
temperatures are predicted to
be 35 degrees below or colder,
a wind chill warning is given.
— When accumulations of
snow, freezing rain, freezing
drizzle and sleet cause significant inconvenience and moderately dangerous conditions. a
winter weather advisory is
issued.
— Freezing rain falls on a
surface with a temperature at or
below freezing. Sleet is rain
drops that freeze into ice pellets before reaching the ground.
Both can cause damaging and
dangerous ice accumulations.
Visit the UK Agricultural
Weather Center at
http://wwwagwx.ca. uky.edu or
contact the Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Service
to find out more about winter
weather and preparation for
severe conditions.
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lead
to
a
decrease.
in
soybean e..-res.
Tobacco's
future is uncertain, depending
on input costs,
price And the
as ilability of
labor, which
as an issue
Fenner
this
during
year's harsest. the report said
UK predicts that livestock
receipts will increase less than I
percent in 2007 High feed costs
and increased marketings in the
drought-stncken
West
are
expected to result in lower cattle
prices Hog prices will drop on
increased production arid questions about trade Broder prices
are expected to stay about the
same. Kentucky goat producers
who participate in the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture's

graded and 114--0-Auction sales
"can expect vay compeuuse
pnces: the import said
Produce idea inched up in
2006 and shield coalamsSD
increase in 2007 as direct marketing continues to row.
Nursay aed greenhouse income
could be affected by higher
mergy costs and a slowdown in
the housing motet the economists wrote Most Kentucky
dairy producers will see negative econotruc returns in 2006.
and a slight increase in milk production nationally nest year will
not help. according to the econ°trusts
-The 2(K16 results and 2007
forecast show that Kentucky is
succeeding in disersitsing its
agricultural industry.- Farmer
said "The investments of tobacco settlement funds and the
Kentucky Proud marketing program are working"

Ag secretary stresses 'doing
trade right'in 2007 farm bill
job ... if I put in a policy that
By BRETT
jeopardized $1 billion of your
BARROUQUERE
business.Associated Press Wnter
Johanns, a former Nebraska
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
After negotiations between the governor, spoke to a full room
United States and the World of farmers, telling stories of his
Trade Organization fell apart. background growing up on an
the 2007 Farm Bill currently Iowa dairy farm and running a
being crafted will be more farm state for six years before
important than ever for being appointed Agriculture
American
farmers,
U.S. Secretary . in January 2005.
Agriculture Secretary Mike Those experiences, Johanns
said, give him a good feel for
Johanns said Thursday.
Exports brought in $77 bil- the problems confronting farmlion to U.S. farmers in 2005, ers and how the next far E bill
accounting for one-quarfer of all will affect them.
The U.S. exports large
cash receipts, and $1 billion into
Kentucky. Therefore, striking amounts of what it grows — 80
the right balance between trade percent of all cotton is shipped
and subsidies to farmers is cru- out of the country, as well as 50
cial, Johanns told the Kentucky percent of rice, 75 percent of all
Farm Bureau's annual conven- cattle hides and one-third of
soybeans and corn, Johanns
tion in Louisville.
"That's what we put at nsk if said. That's why U.S. negotiawe don't do this right.- Johanns tors were careful at the World
said. "I wouldn't be doing my Trade Organization talks over

Ag land values
keep rising
Special to the Ledger
The price for agricultural
land continues to rise in the
United States with some states,
including Kentucky, seeing double-digit increases.
Figures released by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture this
fall show Kentucky's farmland
gained in value by 10 percent
between 2005 and 2006. This is
the largest percentage increase
since 1980 and the largest dollar
increase ever. The average
price, according to the report.
was $2,750 per acre in
Kentucky and $1.900 per acre
nationally.
To supplement the USDA
numbers, an annual survey is
taken of University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service
agents. The survey data, collected by Richard Trimble, UK
Extension agricultural economist, shows county agents estimate the overall value orthe
state's farmland at $2,683 per
acre. Regionally, farmland in
eastern and western • Kentucky
was rated to have the highest
values by agents at $2,757 and
$2,742, respectively.
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spint of teamwork and optimism
that I see throughout Kentucky
Government is working with
private enterprise and the universities t'ommodity groups at
looking for common ground.
And leaders of both political
parties are making corumunents
to strengthen the foundations of
Kentucky's agricultural (=nomy."
The UK report said net farm
income is expected to be lower
in 2006 and 2007 than the
record $2.082 billion in 2005.
Lower government payments
and rising production costs are
expected to cut net income.
Crop receipts are forecast to
rise 13 percent next year on the
strength of increasing use of
corn and soybeans for biofuels.
according to the report. Corn
consumption in the U.S. now
exceeds production, and an
increase in corn acres would

*
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the summer, Johanns said
• Trade I i beralization talks at
the NVTO broke down in July
over differences between members. particularly the United
States and the 25-nation
European Union, about how and
by how much to cut farm subsidies and tariffs, as well as reducing barriers to the import of
manufactured goods.
"We did not see an agreement that we could bring hack ...
and say it was a good deal."
Johanns said.
On top of that, the World
Trade Organization is conducting a formal Investigation into
whether the United States has
complied with a ruling to scrap a
senes of illegal subsidies paid to
American cotton growers.
Washington had blocked a
previous request from Brazil for
the WTO to investigate U.S.
compliance with a 2005 deci-

sion that said billions sit dollars
in U.S. government handout.
had unfairly distorted 'menu
aortal cotton prices
If the WTO finds the United
States has failed to remove all
subsidies previously ruled illegal. Brazil could ask for pernusslOft to impose retaltatory %AM.nom against U.S. goods.
The majority of farmers —
about 60 percent — are specialty farmers who don't receive
any government subsidies
because they don't grow crops
within the program. Johann,
said. Their voices need to be
heard as the farm bill is written
so that their concerns can be
heard when trade talks are
renewed, Johanns said
"We need to open mime markets and open more opportunities for our agncultural corntnodiues." Johanns said
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C, who practice at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, do
hereby extend to the people of the City of Murray, and the people of
the County of Calloway, as well as the faculty, staff, and students of
Murray State University, our sincere wishes for ajoyous, healthy,
and safe Holiday Season!

C, who practice at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, do
hereby commend the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board of
Trustees, the Calloway County Fiscal Court, and the Murray City
Council for.their wimoys deci44 to44pport the Hospital11
Aditinistration's PFOK)§
- -al to seek the funding to expand and
upgrade the physical plant, to secure the latest state-of-the-art
technology, and to recruit the needed additional caring and talented
medical professionals to our community so that we may strive to
continue to better the welfare of the public we serve!

C, who practice at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, do
hereby request a moment of remembrance and reflection on those
brave men and women who have stood and still stand in harm's
way, every day, both here and abroad, to protect and preserve our
freedoms!

SPORTS
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DECEMBER 11, 2006
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LADY RACERS 76,
LADY EAGLES 54

RACERS 70, EAGLES 67

leads charge for MSU

Hot second Carter
half sparks ,UNIOR
I
GUARD POSTS DOUBLE-DOUBLE IN SPLIT ON 'DEATH VALLEY'TRIP
MSU to win
LA1DY RACERS SHOOT
73 PERCENT FROM
FIELD EN ROUTE TO WIN
By MSU • Media Relations
MOREHEAD. Ky. — After opening
with a lackluster first half, the Murray
State Lady Racers came out on fire in
the second half, shooting 73.9 percent
from the floor and making all seven
of their 3-point attempts in the latter
period en route to a 76-54 win at
Morehead State.
Murray State (5-3. 2-0 OVC) trailed
27-25 at halftime after kicking off the
game with the first 10 points. Morehead State (2-8. 1-1 OVC) was able
to inch back, using an 11-1 run to
close to within 12-11 with 10:38 left
in the first half.
The Lady Racers pushed out to a
six-point lead, 21-15, when junior
Shaleea Petty hit a layup with 5:09
left in the first half, but the Lady
Eagles went on a 12-4 run to end the
half and take a 27-25 lead at intermission.
Murray State opened the second half
with a purpose, opening with a 14-4
run that was part of a 30-8 advantage
over the first 9:30 of the second pen-

Staff Report
MOREHEAD, Ky. — A big outing from Jonior guard Bruce Caner helped
Murray State overcome some
rebounding problems as the R44:els earned a split of their "Death
Valley" road trip with a 70-67
triumph over Morehead-State on
Saturday afternoon at Ellis T.
Johnson Arena.
Caner, a junior-college transfer, had his best game as a
arter
Racer to date, recording a (Jou-

tile-double with 14 points and II rebounds to
help Murray (4-7. 2-1 OVC) hold oft a late rail,
by the Eagles (4-4.. 1-1).
Murray State head coach Billy Kennedy was
happy to get the victory, and also thankful for
the play of his guard.
"I'm very glad we got a win in a tough sittuition." said Kennedy during a post-game Interview on the Racer Radio Network "It wasn't
pretty. but I think that's how its going to be in
this league and how it's going to be for us until
we mature
"I'm just thankful that Bruce had a good game

He did everything tor us He set the tone
That's what we needed."
Led by the play of Caney the Raters shot
54 5 percent trom the floor us the lost half on
their wa to a 51-perient t25-of 49• effort for
the contest Senior center Rob Kennedy tied t.'arter
for team worms honors with 14 points on 5-olf9 shooting. while sopitomme guard Tyke Hol1-44.7 from 3-froag row for
loway
MurrAy 's solid shooting made up for a ten.
afternoon on the hoards. where Morehead outIN See RACERS. 28

TITANS 26, TEXANS 20 OT

HOMECOMING KING

The Lady Racers hit 17 of their 23
second-half shots from the field, „with
sophomore Ashley Nichole Hayes going
7-for-7 in the last 20 minutes. Hayes,
senior Joi Scott, sophomore Amber Gut'fey and freshman - Jenny Petrie combined for a 14-for-14 game from the
' RSeeMSU,2B

TEXAS 76, LSU 75

AP

AP

Texas guard Justin Mason (24) loses
the ball as he drives to the basket against LSU guard Garrett Temple (14) during the first half Sunday in Houston.

Tennessee quarterback Vince Young (10) is brought down by Houston's N.D Kalu (94) dunng the fourth quarter of an NFL football game
Sunday in Houston. (Below) Young celebrates his game-winning touchdown with teammates after the Titans beat the Texans 26-20 in
overtime.

Texas-sized
revenge
LONGHORNS UPSET
No.9 LSU TO AVENGE
ELITE EIGHT LOSS
HOUSTON (AP) — Texas coach
Rick Barnes knows he could have pampered his freshmen-laden team with an
easy nonconference schedule.
He decided to test it and got a bonus
Sunday night — a win over a Top Ten
opponent.
A.J. Abrams hit a 3-pointer with
1:03 left in overtime to give Texas the
lead and the Longhorns went on to
beat No. 9 LSU 76-75 in a thrilling
rematch of last season's NCAA regional final that also went to overtime.
"If you want to run with the big
dogs, you've got to get off the porch,"
Barnes said. "We could stay at home
and play a non-league schedule and
get a false sense of security about ourselves. Don't think I haven't had doubts
about it.
"But tonight makes it all worth it."
It was the Longhorns' third consecutive victory over a Top Ten team, and
it wasn't sealed until LSU's Garrett
Temple missed a 3-point attempt from
the head of the key and Texas corralled the rebound as the buzzer sounded.
In the only other game involving a
ranked team on Sunday, Boston College heat No 23 Maryland 71-62

YOUNG SCORES OT TOUCHDOWN IN
HOUSTON (AP) — Vince Young comeback victory and fourth win in
weaved through the Houston Texans a row. And it came over the team
defense for the winning touchdown. that passed over Young in the draft.
How's that for a homecoming?
ripped off his helmet and started
screaming and dancing with joy.
"It was a great ending. just being
Playing in his hometown for the from Houston," Young said. "And
first time as a pro. Young's 39-yard then being in front of my family
dash in overtime on Sunday lifted and the fans who respect me as a
the Tennessee Titans to a 26-20 vic- person as well. It doesn't get any
tory over the Texans. the team that better than that."
The game drew the second-largest
spurned him in the draft.
The former University of Texas crowd in the stadium's history. Most
superstar pumped his chest to the .of them were there to see Young,
wild cheers of fans, many of them who led Texas to the national chamin burnt orange. after the electrify- pionship less than a year ago.
Young handled the pregame hoopla
ing play. He slapped hands with
some and blew kisses to others before in stnile, dismissing the notion that
his teammates mobbed him in the he was ever distracted this week.
"I didn't feed into that." he said
corner of Reliant Stadium. only 6 miles
"I knew I just had to go out and
from Young's childhood home.
It was the Titans' third straight practice and get prepared to play.

RETURN TO HOUSTON

GEORGE WALKER IV The Tennessean
That's basically what I did
The Texans had the No I over

all pick in the last draft, but picked
defensive end Mano Williams to the
dismay of many fans in Houston and
across the state Young downplayed
how much the snub motivated him
on Sunday.
"I'm not trying to get into a conflict with those guys," he said. -To
me. they're a great team and good
luck for the rest of them guys. I
have a lot of respect for them."
The Texans (4-91 may. he regretting that decision now, ensured of
their fifth losing season in five years
of existence_
"You've got to give that kid a
lot of credit." said Houston coach Gary.
Kubiak. -The play he made there
was special. It's off the charts"
And Young is starting to make
them all the time

CARDINALS',76. KNIGHTS 64

ree for all
LOUISVILLE WINS THIRD GAME IN AS MANY DAYS
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — Terrence
Williams and Juan Palacios led Louisville
with 16 points each to defeat the Bellarmine Knights 76-64 in Sunday's second
game of the NAB(' Classic. Williams also
had 12 rebounds.
Dzaflo Larkai and Matt One led the
Knights with 14 points each Larkin fouled
out with 1:40 left
The game looked like it might become
a blowout as the Cardinals (5.2) scored
the first six points of the game against
the Division II Knights. The Knights direstened to make s game of it when Larkin

made a layup trimming the Cardinals' lead
to 15-12. Louisville went on a 12-2 run.
to make the score 27-14 with 8 31 left in
the first half
The Knights (3-5) would get as close
as four before halftime but trailed at the
break 37-12.
The closest Bellarmine would get in the
second halt was after an Otte 3-pointer
made the wont 52-46 with 13 IA left
ouisiolle got its largeo lead, 62-41,
after a layup by tosokona Derrick Cavorter with 0 1 1 remaining

Ar
Loutaville's Juan Palacio.. center, is defenOed by Sellerm,-0
Dzallo Lawful. WI and Janes Jackson dieing the "scow
hall Sunday at Freedom Hall In loulavals
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WRESTLING
ROUNDUP

•Racers
From Page 18
rebounded the Racers by a 3826 count, including a 19-9
advantage on the offensive
glass.
The Racers rebounding difficulties irked Kennedy.
"We are a poor rebounding
team," said the first-year Murray State coach. "Against this
team — we were bigger than
them and more athletic than
them, and, in my opinion, better than them at every spot —
we did not compete on the
glass.
-The lineup we had in the
game would not block out, and
that's disgusting. I had had
enough of watching it, so we
went small and said, 'hey, if
our big guys aren't going to
rebound, at least we'll play
guards and maybe well make
some baskets.' And we did."
Murray trailed by as many
as seven points (21-14) midWay through the first half, but
the Racers used a 17-8 run
over seven minutes of action
to re-take the lead on a Kennedy
3-pointer with 3:58 left before
halftime.
The Racers led by six (3933) at the break and by as
many as 10 (50-40) in the second half, when Kennedy converted a three-point play at the
14:11 mark.
, Morehead, however, chipped
away at the Murray State advantage, whittling its deficit all
the way to one with a 10-4
run over the next five minutes

Murray Ledger & Tines

of play.
Brandon Callahan's jumper
at the 9:36 mark pulled the
Eagles to within just 54-53.
But three straight points from
Tony Easley and a layup by
Caner gave Murray State some
breathing room.
The Racers pushed their lead
to six again at 61-55 with 5:29
remaining on a jumper by
Danero Thomas. But Morehead
would not go away, getting
points from Nikola Stojakovic
and Cordaryl Ballard to once
again make it a one-point game
(63-62) with 3:40 left.
The Eagles drew even at
the 2:09 mark, when Shawn
Williams — who led all scorers with 19 points on 8-of-17
shooting while completing a
double-double with 10 rebounds
— converted a layup.
But Kennedy and Carter both
scored baskets and Shawn Witherspoon knocked down one of
two free throws to close out
the victory in the final 1:32.
Murray — which was stung
by a late 3-pointer that sent
last Thursday's game at Eastern Kentucky into overtime
before the Colonels won 7266 — had to weather another
game-tying attempt in the final
seconds on Saturday. But
Quentin Pryor's 3-pointer at
the buzzer missed its mark to
give the Racers the win.
A relieved Kennedy admitted that his ballclub should
have secured the game much
earlier.
"We had plenty of opponu-

Racers 70, Morehead St. 67
MURRAY ST.(4-7)
Horton 2-3 2-2 8, Holloway 4-9 0-0 11,
Cane( 7-14 0-0 14, Parker 1-2 0-1 2.
Wrtherspoon 1-3 3-4 5, Aid 0-0 0-0 0,
0 Thomas 2-4 3-5 7, Paul 0-1 0-0 0,
Williams 0-1 0-00. Kennedy 5-9 3-3 14,
Easley 3-3 3-4 9 Totals 25-49 14-19

to
MOREI4EAD ST.(4-4)
Pryor 3-6 2-2 11, Stolakovic 1-4 3-65,
Callahan 2-7 0-0 5, Williams 8-17 2-3
19, Ballard 5-8 2-2 12, Sta*worth 4-8 44 14. Brown 0-2 0-00, Stewart10-3 1-2
1. Crutcher 0-1 0-00 Totals 23-56 1419 67
Halftime — Murray State 39-33 3Point Goals — Murray St. 6-12
(Holloway 3-7. Horton 2-2 Kennedy 11, Carter 0-2). Morehead St 7-19
(Pryor 3-4. Stallworth 2-4, Wilkams 1-1
Callahan 1-4, Ballard 0-1. Stoiakovic 01, Brown 0-2, Steward 0-2) Fouled
Out — Horton Rebounds — Murray
St. 26 (Carter 111. Morehead St. 38
(Williams 10) Assists — Murray St.
16 (Horton 7). Morehead St. 14
(Stolakovic 5) Total Fouls — Mumty
St. 21, Morehasd St. 16 A — 2,240.

nities to put this game out of
reach, just like we did against
Eastern Kentucky, against Eastern Illinois and against Illinois-Chicago," he claimed."But
we couldn't hit the big shot
and we couldn't get the big
stop consistently. Hopefully,
we'll get a little more consistent in the next game."
The Racers have a while
before their next outing, taking this week off for finals
before returning to the court
on Dec. 19 against Jacksonville
State at the Regional Special
Events Center. The contest will
mark the first of a two-game
homestand for MSU, which
will also host Samford on Dec.
21.

CCHS 10th
at Orange &
Black
Tournament
KEVIN KELLY
PLACES FOURTH
WITH THREE WINS
Staff Report
The Calloway County High
School wrestling team participated in Saturday's Orange and
Black Tournament at Hopkinsville.
The Lakers placed 10th in
the 14-team tournament. Calloway's Kevin Kelly, at 285
pounds, placed fourth in the
tournament with wins over
Owensboro Apollo, Pope John
Paul 11 and Fort Campbell
before falling to Brentwood
Academy and Ohio County.
Other winners for the Lakers included Joey Harrison (22), Michael Treadway (2-2) and
Ryan Schoppe (2-2).
Calloway's next match will
be on Thursday at 5 p.m. at
the Calloway County Middle
School gymnasium against Paducah Tilghman and Christian
County.
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for-a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MUKKAY,KY
KFEIPturrav.com
stuartolencender Irrftrons corn

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football League Standings
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pa
9 4 0 692
New England
7 6 0 536
N Y Jets
6 7 0 462
Buffalo
7 0 462
Miami
South
L T Pet
10 3 0 769
Indianapolis
8 5 Os 615
Jacksonville
6 7 0 462
Tennessee
4 9 0 308
Houston
North
Pet
10 3 0 769
Baltimore
a 5 0 615
Cincinnati
6 7 0 462
Pittsburgh
4 9 0 308
Cleveland
West
Pet
11
2 0 846
...San Diego
538
7
6
0
City
Kansas
7 6 0 538
Denver
2 11 0 154
Oakland

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
8 5 0 615
Ness
7 6 0 538
N Y Giants
7 6 0 538
Philadelphia
4 9 0 300
Washington
South
1. T Pet
W
9 4 0 692
New Orleans
7
6 0 538
Atlanta
6
7 0 462
Carolina
3
10
0 231
Tampa Bay
North
W
L T Pct
10 2 0 833
i-Chicago
6 7 0 462
Minnesota
5 8 0 385
Green Bay
2 11 0 154
Detroit
West
W
L I Pet
8 5 0 615
Seattle
5
7 0 417
Louts
St
5 8 0 385
San Francisco
0 9 0 306
Anzona

Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh 27 Cleveland 7
Sunday's Games
Minnesota 30. Detroit 20
Tennessee 26, Houston 20, OT
Miami 21 New England 0
Cincinnati 27. Oakland 10
Philadelphia 21. Washington 19
Baltimore 20. Kansas City 10
Atlanta 17, Tampa Bay 6
N V Giants 27 Carolina 13
Jacksonwhe 44, Indianapolis 17
Green Bay 30, San Francisco 19
Arizona 27. Seattle 21
Buffalo 31. N Y Jets 13
San Diego 48, Denver 20
New Orleans 42, Dates 17
Monday's Game
Chicago at St Louis, 7 30 p m

Thursday, Doc. 14
Sari Francisco at Seettle, 7 p m
Saturday's Dames
Dallas at Atlanta 7 p m
Sundey, Dec. 17
Miami at BOW° Noon
N 'Y Jets at Minnesota Noon
Detroit at Green Bay Noon
Tampa Bay at Chicago. Noon
Jacksonville at Tennessee. Noon
Cleveland at Baltimore Noon
Washington at New Orleans. Noon
Houston at New Engtand. Noon
Pittsburgh at Carolina. Noon
Denver at Arizona 305 p m
Philadelphia at NY Giants. 3 15 p m
St Louis at Oakland, 3 15 p m
Kansas City at San Diego. 7 15 pm
Monday, Dec. 18
Cincinnati at Indianapc4is 7 30 p m

it-clinched division

Lady Racers
From Page 18
floor in the second half.
-We played with a lot of
adversity in the first half," said
Lady Racer head coach Joi
Felton. "We made a lot of
turnovers and had a lot of
missed shots in the first half.
"A lot of our turnovers were
unforced, and the negative side
of that is, of course, that we're
turning the ball over unnecessarily. But the positive of that
is that it is something we can
adjust," she continued.
"We were able to get out
to a great start in the second
half through our aggressiveness and intensity.(Morehead's)
LaKrisha Brown did an outstanding job in the first half,
scoring 18 points. But we
stepped up our defense on her
and held her to two secondhalf points."
Murray State was led by
Hayes, who had a career-high
23 points on 11-for-14 shooting from the field. She also
had a game-high 13 rebounds,
with 10 of those coming in
the first half. Twelve of Hayes'

rebounds came off the offensive glass.
Scott added 11 points on 4for-4 shooting from the field.
Scott and Hayes had a gamehigh two blocked shots each.
Hayes handed out a team-high
four assists, while Guffey. Petty
and junior Alaina Lee had three
assists each.
Morehead State was paced
by Brown, who had 23 points
on 9-for-l7 shooting, going 8for-13 in the first half, but
being held to only four second-half shots. Brown also had
a co-team-high five rebounds.
Stacey Strayer also had five
boards to go with a team-high
seven assists for the Lady
Eagles.
The win marks just the fourth
time the Lady Racers have
swept the -Death Valley" road
trip. The last time for Murray
State to sweep this series came
in the 1999-2000 season.
Murray State will take this
week off for finals before returning to OVC action on Sunday,
when it hosts Samford at 2
p.m. at the Regional Special
Events Center.

MIDDLE SCHOOL ROUNDUP

CCMS seventh grade
girls beat Murray Middle
Staff Report
Cheyenne Maddox had 13
points and Alyssa Cunningham
12 as the Calloway County Middle School seventh grade girls'
basketball team defeated archrival Murray Middle School 4010 last Friday night.
The Lady Lakers (13-0) put
the contest away early by
outscoring the Lady Tigers 20(1 in the first quarter. The Calloway lead ballooned to 32-1

at halftime. CCMS led 37-3
entering the fourth period before
closing out the win.
Allison Rogers tossed in four
points, Karlee Wilson had three
and Lauren Benson, Neely Gallimore and Ashley Gullixson
two apiece for the Lady Lakers. Abby Futrell and Ashleigh
Wolfe each had one point.
No information was provided by Murray Middle.

LAKERS HONORED: Four members of the 2006 Calloway County High School football team were honored
at Sunday's Western Kentucky Conference Banquet. CCHS players receiving plaques for All-WKC honors
included (from left) Jordan Williams, Nathan Clymer, Elliott Lovett and Aaron Dossey. Pictured with the players is Laker head coach Josh McKee'.

UK holds off Hooisers
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — With two ward D.J. White, who had 23 points.
storied basketball programs bordering on
"I think the weight has definitely been
mediocrity, unranked Kentucky and Indi- taken off our shoulders," said Kentucky
ana again looked to their border battle to center Randolph Morris, who had 16
capture a little momentum.
points and 10 rebounds. "It feels good to
Last year, the Hoosiersjump-started their win a close game against a very solid
season with a 26-point blowout against team and one of our rivals. It was defthe Wildcats in the RCA Dome.
initely a statement for us to pull out a
But Saturday, Kentucky prevailed in a close one under pressure."
far different kind of game — a defenWith White presenting a fierce inside
sive affair in which the 3-pointers weren't test, Morris alone couldn't carry the Wildfalling, so both teams looked to the paint cats in the paint. Forward Bobby Perry
to score.
came up with his first career double-double, with 11 points and 10 rebounds, but
Wildcats 59, Hoosiers 54.
"We did two of the three things we he also endured 12 stitches after getting
needed to do to get a win," Indiana coach elbowed above the eyebrow.
"He had a triple-double," Wildcats
Kelvin Sampson said. "You have to defend,
you have to rebound, and you have to coach Tubby Smith said jokingly.
make shots."
Although the Wildcats and Hoosiers
Poor shooting is what killed the Hoosiers, came into the game unranked, don't tell
who hit only 30 percent of their attempts the players this game — the 50th overand displayed little offense beyond for- all between the programs — has lost its

luster.
With the Wildcats (6-3) ahead 47-41,
Roderick Wilmont nailed consecutive 3pointers to tie the game. Before that, the
teams were a combined 3-for-29 from
beyond the arc.
Morris quickly answered with his signature turnaround jumper.at the 6-minute
mark and converted the three-point play
after drawing a foul from White.
"Randolph is developing that mentality — 'Get it to me, and I'll put it in,"
Smith said.
White, who finished with 23 points.
hit a layup two minutes later that pulled
the Hoosiers (5-3) within two, but jumpers
by Joe Crawford and Perry put Kentucky
up 57-52.
With less than two minutes to go, Joey
Shaw of the Hoosiers stole an inbounds
pass and scored to make it a one-possession game.

Ohio State's Smith humbled by winning Heisman
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Moments after receiving the
Heisman Trophy, Ohio State
quarterback Troy Smith had a
few words for youngsters who
want to follow in his footsteps.
-The first thing I would say
to little kids is that anything
and everything is possible with
• your dreams if you have humility," Smith told The Associat-

ed Press by phone in the midst
of a celebration Saturday night.
Smith became Ohio State's
sixth Heisman winner, and he
did it in record fashion. He
captured 86.7 percent of the
first-place votes and totaled
1,662 points. The fifth-year
quarterback easily beat out
Arkansas running back Darren
McFadden (878) and Notre
Dame quarterback Brady Quinn

opportunity to play.
dreams can get you anywhere
Smith said the lesson he you want to go in life."
learned was perseverance.
Smith joins Les Horvath
"Any time you get in a sit- (1944), Vic Janowicz (1950).
uation where things don't hap- Howard "Hopalong" Cassady
pen the way you want them (1955), Archie Griffin (1974,
to happen, you need to listen '75) and Eddie George (1995)
to other people and pick goals as Ohio State's winners of the
that you think are reachable." most prestigious individual
Smith said. "Then stay at it, award in college football
loving and understanding and
knowing your dreams. Your
uNftIPIPSWISM
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(782).
The margin of victory was
the second largest ever, exceeded only by O.J. Simpson's
1.750-point victory in 1968.
Smith captured the award just
two years after he was suspended from the team for two
games for accepting $500 from
a booster. Three months before
his suspension. he was just a
backup quarterback with little

408 S. 12th St. • Murray
(270) 753-6361
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TV, radio
Today
NFL
710 p.m.
ESPN
Chicago at SI Loos
NHL
6 part.
VERSUS — Petsburgh at Washington
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5.39 Merr,
9 Christmas
in one ease step!

EUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOMI
HOME HEALTH NURSES
Henry County Medical Center is seeking RNs
for our Home Health Dep.uunent Laptop computers are provided for patient dialing Fulltime and part-time positions and flexible silteduks are available

Just compare...
save money & time!

Must be a registered nurse licensed
Tennessee New grads are sselcome

Wish all of your customers, patrons and
friends a Merry Christmas without buying
the cards, writing the notes, licking the
envelopes, and getting the stamps.

.)C

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

sowen@hcmc-tn.org

FREELANCE
Photographer is wanting to do your family
picture for the holidays 210-4173
POOR Man's Pecan
Pre Try one' You'll like
it( 210-4173

REWARD $100
LOST Small gold ring
with lion head & small
ruby stone in mouth
978-0544 753-2434
060
Halo Waned
.ASSISTANT Manager
-Manager in Training
*Day Shift Preferred
Hibbett Sports is hinng
in Murray. Apply at.
842 North 12th St.,
Murray, KY 42071.
Itibbett Sports conducts drug testing.
vAvsv.hibbettcorn
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.
DRIVER wanted. Class
A CDL with 2 years
minimum experience,
Tanker endorsement
required. Specialized
regional worli. Please
call 270-767-0074
Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour crisis intervention,
and weekly in borne
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6;00PM
IMMEDIATE full-time
Opening for a nurse
practitioner or physician assistant in a busy
family practice setting.
Benefits pecks?* availstile. Send resurne volth
references
Richard
)-4 Crouch. M.D., 300
South 801 Street, 301E,
Murray, KY 42071
LANDSCAPE
help
needed Full time lob
lawnMasters 731-642
4876. 888-864-5296

Publish Date:
Thursday,
December 21
Deadline:
Monday,
December 18
at 5PM
CALL JILL OR
JULIE 753-1916
TO PLACE
YOUR AD

lisip Wanted
SITE Coordinator,
GEAR UP Kentucky,
College of Education.
Murray State
University This is a
200-day per year, nontenured track positron
with the GEAR UP
Kentucky program.
This position will begin
January 2007
Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree on
Education, Child
Development, Social
Work, or the Social
Sciences (e.g.,
Sociology. Psychology,
and Political Science)
required; Masters pretarred. Minimum of
three years expenence
in providing human
and/or educational
services, youth and
family-specific experience preferred.
Responsibilities:
The Site Coordinator is
pnmanly responsible
for coordinating and
implementing GEAR
UP Kentucky II activities at the school for
students, parents, and
staff. Other responsibilities may include,
but are not limited to:
implementing early
intervention activities
for students, including
counseling, outreach.
and support services.
early college awareness activities, after
school ennchment pro
grams. support programs and professional development activities for teachers, workIng with state GEAR
UP Kentucky staff to
coordinate and implement statewide activities such as EPAS.
NIE. College Expos.
mentonng programs
and parent engagement activities; serving
as college planning
resource for students
and parents, collecting
student participatSon
and other data; preparing prolect reports arid
conducting surveys.
maintaining ongoing
feedback between the
school principal and
GEAR UP Kentucky
proekct staff; partrcipeting In statewide palm
ring and reporting sessions and meetings.
and preparing arwival
and iustssty reports
This poeMon we be
largely based in the

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
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INSURANCE

7
11 78:355:1
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P
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We offer excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package, sign-on bonus and a career ladder program Interested candidates should send
resume or ma) appl) in person.

YOUR GREETING WILL
INCLUDE FULL COLOR!

Wishing only the
• best for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons'this
holiday season.

VISA

middle and high
and works
closely with site team
and site liaison in the
schools Travel
required in designated
area/region and moderate travel is required
to statewide and
national meetings.
Application Deadline:
December 22, 2006
To Apply: Applicants
should submit a letter
describing their interest and qualifications
for the position, vita,
transcnpts, and three
current references to:
Tressa Ross, GEAR
UP Kentucky II Search
Committee, College of
Education, 3101
Alexander Hall, Murray
State University,
Murray, KY 420713340. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply Murray
State University is an
equal education and
employment opportunity, 0.4/F/D. AA employer
General help wanted;
Experience preferred
Apply in person at
Tom's Pizza, 506 N
12th, Murray Closed
Mondays
schools

NURSE AIDE
Full Time 10PM TO 6AM
Prefer experience hut will train If you caws
working with the elderls,. we hase both a
pleasant atmosphere and good working
conditions Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium Vies Dnse

liale VANN
FULL time position
available for LPN,
CMA or Medical
Assistant with clinical
expenence in a fast
paced family practice
setting
Monday-Thursday with
occasional Saturdays
Benefits package
Apply by resume only
with references to
Richard H Crouch.
M
300 South 8th Street
30plE
Murray, KY 42071
MOBILE Insurance
Examiner, must have
blood drawing expenence. Call 800-4560403. Send resumes
to P.O. Box 2481
Evansville, Indiana
47728
SECURITY
guard
opening Murray area
Full time and part time
available
Must be
dependable and available to work weekends
Fax resume to
444-0389
WANTED alternator &
starter
mechanic
Someone who can
repair and rebuild alternators and starters
Must have at least 2
years experience Must
be able to run the business (270)339-8823
WANTED: ioumeymen. electricians and
helpers for work in
Murray, KY area,
Contact Ed Rice at
812-838-0125

070
Poses Wailed

FORMER lawyer moving to area and seeks
professional change
Management. teaching
and leadership experience Available after
Feb 1 (260)459-1360,
(260)704-8662.

or Julie Brown at

753-1916
and place your ad todav!

Want Si Buy
GOOD used refrigera,
ors. electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters_ Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars 8 trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
Ankle
For UM

CLEANING houses is
my business. Cal
Linda H. 759-9553
PARENTS: 'Tired of
dragging your children
,
to daycare in winter'
Mature, experienced
lady will babysot in your
home Gaff Sandy
270-205-7223

2)
2004
Honda
Aquatrax 0-12 iel skis
with trailer Each used
30 hours Under Warranty $14,000
753-9887
1000 gallon propane
tank (4 years old, like
new) plus 400 gallons
propane and regulator,
$1.600. 293-6023,
489-2840

Articles
For Sale
PLAYSTAT1O4 1 ,& 2
GAMES Now soklitraded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices, 753-0530
SERVICE pole $250.
Truck topper,$100 Old
Yazoo mower, good
engine $500 Chest
freezer, $150
435-4748
VACUUM
cleaners,
bags. belts, and hoses.
Sporting
Jerry's
Goods. Mayfield, KY
270-247-4704

LARGE
SELECTION
(151E0 APPLIANCES

16' trailer Like new.
$550 Call 293-8156
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service repairs.
759.3556
•40
WM to Soy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING iunk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235
BUYING US Silver
Coons Paying up to 10
times face value and
other US Currency
(270)293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th
Murray

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
HOSPITAL
COUNTY
Murray Calloway County Hospital has openings in the
Home Health Department for the following positions:
Registered Nurse (Hospicel
• Active R.N. license within the state of Kentucky. CPR certified
• Will be working with end of life care
• Full Time position cm day shift
Licensed Practical Nurses
• Active LPN license within the state of Kentucky, CPR certified
• Will he working private duty cases in this area
• Full time positions on day shift
Murray Calloway County Hospital offers a comprehen•INC
pensation and excellent benefit package

LoCli

SEND RESUME TO7
Attn: Human Resources
Murray\ Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray. Ky. 42071
Fax:(270) 762-1905
May send resume electronically to: Iffoleylemurrayhospital orp
MCCHI is an Equal Opportunity Employer

92 Cougar. V-8, tech,
sun-roof, new transmission, kC, tires.
loaded $2,575 000
Washer 753-4109
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books
Excellent Chnstmas
gifts Call
759-4938 or 753-2350
FREE
01S1-1 Network 4-room
Satellite
system
America's Top 60 chanonly
nels
for
$19 99/mo Get your
of
HBO
choice
Cinemax, Starr, or
Showtorne FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HO Televlsoons

Pissma. LCD. DLP. &
CRTs Brands by
Toshiba. Sony LG.
Zenith, 8. JVC We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers 4 TV
carts Beasley TV
759-0901
HOT bog stand
steamer, bull m me
chest, sir*. storage.
holds 2 propane tanks.
marries MO IOW iraMlf
'Oland operSeci
winch $45000
767-0943
MOVING Sale Nouse
Nil of furniture arid
appliances 2000
Dodge Awn 1500
71.000 miles
731-247-8044

WARD ELKINS

(270)753-1713

r

i
P
l Finkle*
ioes

LIKE new' Williams
Brothers solid oak
country dining room
set 48 round table
with 2 leaves that
extends to T, 6 chairs
china cabinet 901268-8979
daytime
731-247-5246 between
5-8PM

OAK desk, hutch and
chair, excellent condition. only 4 years old
New sells for $1,600,
selling for 11.000 Call
293-3166
SALE on all furniture
and mattresses'
Carraway Furniture
105 N 3rd 753-1502
TWIN, FULL red metal
bunkbed
mattresses $125 436-2173

MOTORCYCLE helmets, Rickets boots &
Jerry's
saddlebags
Goods,
Sporting
Maylleid, KY
270-247-4704

OWNER Finance3130 26A Lot with
barn 1.4,000 down.
1.596 month Maths.
County, Highway 80,
dose to lake 2707331011, ask for GM

16010. eucellent condition. located E-15
Coach Estates
1113.500 431-4435
AWIOMFi Kentucky
Lake Chalet. tsafor
your property' Call
mein 731-9044106

Set up Pre-Thana lrust

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S 3rd • Murray, 10 428,
Terry

News.keen Nee,

Re•ie,

NsasFsIds
BEAUTIFUL
3
Bedroom. 2 Bath with
kreplece, walnut cabnets, black appliances
& much more! Must
sere! 731-5844429
REDUCED'
EXCELLENT
rental
property Of starter
home 200 wah fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot
$10,700 753-6012
SHARP 3 Bedroom. 2
Bath with island on
kitchen. deluxe appliance package only
539.995111 Land available" 731-584-4926

2130, 1 bath 5 moles
north
of
Murray.
(270)752-0461
360 $275 753-6012
For sale or rent '96
16X80 on 6,10 acre,
S450/month
rent
Rosemary %nor
270-210-4756
TRAILER for rent in
New Concord area
280 28A Recently
remodeled
$300
month
Available
December 15 270436-6057 after 4PM
Mobile Home Lob For Rent
$110 per month. Newer
homes only. 492-6488
mobile home lot on
resort 2417 acmes to
boat ramp Water, electricity, sewage available $165 per month.
227-0406

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets.
Leave a message. 270753-1970
I OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR apartment Small
pets Mowed 753-8221
280 apartinents availabie Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit no pets
753-2905
480 28A all appliances central N/A Ask
about move-in tree
days Coleman RE
75.3 9898
CLOSE
TO MSU1
Altordable I bedroom
apartments mit/ding
basic kitchen appliances and lovety covered
gime
area
112116kno imlurnistied
$336nrio Nasty Skirmished 111481/1 or
31111.11114
riles 2bi Usa
wow all applances
lovely coveted picnic
ores $52•Mwo
732-001/1 580-1104

LIKE new. 180 apt, all
appkances. Brooktyn
in
Available
Dr.
January. 270-435-4382
or leave message
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodereo
190 $29000
2130 $340 00
360 1425 00
$100 deposer sprioai
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointTent

7534221
NICE 280 duple
Lease. no pets
227-3054
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 30eciroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mum-Cal Acts
902 Northwood Do
Monday
Wednesday F ncich
Phone 759-4964
Resat Housing
Opponunity
TOO #1400-648-6056
RED OAKS APT&
Speciel
$100 Deposit
180 $325
280 $375
Call Todayl
76340116.
SMALL 11311 apartment Cable TV and 5
premium channels plus
NO Speed onternet and
all utilities inctuded
except phone $325
$250 deposit, tease
and references No
pets. 227-0406
VERY attractive 280
IBA Carport storage
Recently renovated
Now appliances Side
by side fncige Ow rid
Included Must see
Call 753-3018

VERY large room for
feta in poossani souse
Fuli use of Idle:hen and
bath. Cable TV 8 5 pre
TROT channels plus
high speed interne, and
all utilities included
except phone $285
MO deposit. Nese
and references No
nets.2274408

IL

PRIM*

280 hots. lease I
depot, retsilree
270-753-4100
Mk.like *ant cross*
vMh deep water deck
$700 Mowii 760-0040.
436-52511
ilk Moss,
NOW Fewf
21104kiip
710-71I3SOSS
in
Penerawis Shores
11266 pet month
9111143742

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Monde), December 11, 2006

AUCTION
Wednesday, December 13th •3 p.m.
Location: 136 Karen Faye Lane - Hardin
From 641 proceed east to Hardin, turn left onto "Old
641" proceed to Karen Faye Lane. Watch for signs!!
Selling will be a 24' x 60' doublewide mobile home Vin.
#01341524G. Three bedroom, 11/2 baths, several updates,
situated on two rented lots.
To contact park owner - Karen Cooheen
it 270-527-8808
Also selling personal property: refrigerator, stove,
washer/dryer, recliner, sofa & chairs, counter top appliances, pots. pans, cooking utensils, electnc heaters, table &
chairs.
STEVEN J BUNCH - AUCTIONEER
ROY BUNCH AUCTIONEER/REAL ESTATE BROKER

L.
BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
I

I

& REALTY CO.

l

w

Better Auctions are Bunch Auctions

II

PHONE:(270) 376-2992 FAX:(270) 376-2997

1121PAN•P

35 Acres M 1/2 mile of
rct front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346 8 7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.

40 Acres, well, pond,
7-acres woods, CRP
program, 1-yr left
Approx. 33 tendabie
753-4487 293-4772
5-15 acre home
building sites, 8
minutes West of
Murray 293-5215 or
435-4738

50 Acres
Lyon Grote
4115 ft. road frontage
city gas
395 Lawrence Rd.

753-9132
753-6611

155 Seth Lane
Completely
Remodeled! 4I3R,
2.5BA. 2000* Sq. Ft.
Manufactured Home
on I acre lot, large
deck.Priced to sell at
$75,000. See listing
AWM2105 at
www.owners.com
Call for appointment •
761-HOME
FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
1 NINO 1 )1 \l 1
1
RI 1 Ill
is ill bil%
,1.5' sir take (eV(
p,rt merit,
Call 761-4;7,s
ask for
PRICE Reduced'
3 BR, 2 BA, 2 car
garage. Must see to
appreciate. Call Ruth
Ann 227-3876
Coleman RE

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14TH, AT 3:00 P.M.

CALLOWAY CO REAL ESTATE BETWEEN
MURRAY & MAYFIELD, CLOSE TO NEW 4 LANE'!!
Three bedroom home w/large garage, workshop
situated on 2 Acres +/PROPERTY SELLS ABSOLUTE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER!!!
Call Today for More Information or for Showings!!!
(270) 748-5527
Terms on Real Estate, 20% Down day of Auction, with balance
due with delivery of deed in 30 days. Property sells in As-is
Condition. Possession at Closing. Seller to pay 2006 taxes
Buyer to pay 2007 taxes.
STEVEN J BUNCH - AUCTIONEER
ROT BUNCH - AUCTIONEER/REAL ESTATE BROKER

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION
..4."
& REALTY CO.
Better Auctions are Bunch Auctions
PHONE:(270) 376-2992 FAX:(270) 376-2997

151 Orion Court
FSBO,3BR, 2BA. 2400
Sq.Ft.
With 5.5 acres, just off
Hwy 80
Jacuzzi tub, Many
recent upgrades
Attached garage, central h/ac,
Beautiful
sunroom.
deck, basement
Vi'i3'T1a-se-S-1-9:1.000
See listing AWM3005
at www.owners.com
Call for appointment 761-HOME
FSBO: 1626 Farmer
Ave. 3 bedrooms 1 full
central
bathroom,
heat/air, kitchen appliances included. Paced
in $90s 080. By
only
appointment
(270)293-2512

Used Cars
2005 Toyota Camry LE,
4 cyl, 31K ma, automatic, 4-dr, silver. pwr
doors/locks, 100K powertrain
warranty,
$16,000. 227-2822
'97 Grand Prix GT.
White, leather intenor,
new tires, 170,000
miles, $3,250
293-3350
1996 Mustang GT.
Red, 5 speed, 138.000
miles, $4,850
436-2937
1993 Oldsmobile
Cutlass. Good condition, 189,xxx miles, air,
white. garaged,
$3,500. 753-5850

94 Chevy Cavalier
Metallic blue, no dings,
blue intenor, 6 disc CO
changer, spare are, 4
cylinder, nice car. Call
227-0246 or 753-3915
after 4 OOPM

1994 Dodge 2500
3/4Ton Cummins
Turbo-Diesel-139,900
miles, Automatic,
Cruise,Power seat,
locks, windows. Bed
liner, Sliding Rear
Window, towing pkg
w/eiec.
brake hook-up. A real
workhorse. $6,500 Call 293-0529.

Campers
2004
Pursuit
by
Georgia Boy 35th
Anniversary. 35 foot, 2
slides, generator &
satellite. 10K miles,
Ford V10, $64,900
OBO. 615-355-7607.
615-957-5226

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching e.
removal, shrub
tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283

SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC or CKC, males
and females, 1st shots
& wormed $250-$350
270-251-0310

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All

Size Units

Available

16 ft. bumper hitch
steel stock trailer. Good
condition. $1,250 OBO
293-6023, 489-2840
REGISTERED black
and white paint gelding
with a little Arabian
blood. $1,000 OBO.
761-5709 after 6PM or
293-1320
Reel Estate

*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
Houses For Rent
3 BR, 2 Bath. fenced
yard in quiet neighborhood in town_ Stove,
refrigerator, washer,
dryer. new paint & carpet, 5 minutes to
University, lease, reference's, deposit, $700
mo. Be in by xmas.
767-0943
3BR, 1 Bath,
appliances included, 11/2 miles west of Lynn
Grove $400/mo.
(270)355-9245
NEWLY
remodeled
inside & out. New paint.
new carpet, new heat &
air,. 415 S. 10th. $395.
38R apartment, no
pets 759-4696,
293-3710

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

4.700 square feet o
commercial
retai
space 1/2 block west o
court square on Main
Street.
Available
February 2007 or sooner if needed. 753-0132,
293-6692, 293-7952
1 xlra nice office
space liar rent. Nciih
renmated and decorated. Can he modified for office or
retail. Close to nes%
judicial building. 464
N.4th St.. Suite
Contact: 753-34118 or
293-5346
OFFICE or retail space
available 700 to 1,400
sq.fl, 400 N. 4th St.
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
Pets & Weiss

G8C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. • 4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th S1
:270-436-5496
'270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
ults available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAOE
•Instcle climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
.Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

1 SILVER MINIATURE
Schnauzer pup,
female. 4-mo. old, a,
shots. 293-1482
AKC Black miniature
German Schnauzer
(270)236-1804
CHRISTMAS puppie,
Red Dachshunds Full
blooded $200 each
270-376-5711
DOG Obedience
436-2858
FULL blooded German
Shepherd
puppies,
$150 firm,
(270)227-4833
FULL-BLOODED,
while Great Pyrenees
puppies. $75. 5 weeks
old at Chnstmas. 2936023. 489-2840
PET sitting for dogs.
cats, and other animals Reference available. Call Lindy at
270-759-9209 of
479-225-7686

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
's subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation.
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national ongin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will
not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

DUPLEX on Hillwood
Oir. $98,000. 270-3661045
Haley Professional
Appraising
for what it's worth'
(270)759-4218

Photo provided

MSU OUTSTANDING ALUMNA 2006 AWARD: Ann Ingle,
RN and Certified Diabetes Educator at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, received the Outstanding Alumna 2006
Award from the Nursing Alumni Association at Murray State
University. She has been an active member of the MSU
Nursing Alumni Association for several years and has
served various roles including President, Vice President,
and Board Member. Ingle has been at MCCH for 30 years.
She also has the following certifications: APDC (Advanced
Practice in Diabetes Care); FPNP (Family Planning Nurse
Practitioner); Community CPR and First Aid Instructor.

270-293-0371

•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
1 54.40
TES STARTING AT
•RA
$
741-3740 2934045

Doan Electrical
Services

767 043.1 • 150 09S4
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Tnmming,
removal
stump grinding, fire
wood. Insured
489-2839.

Homebuilders
hoe tvp.iiSilkfiost
Dowinlll 40.4 Deci+s
Pressure Nashotri & !brats

DIXON COMPUTER
CDPillNECTIAN

II \ I

M..

Inisinrs,
MoutsF•lt irvr I
270-227-1087
25 ii.ars 'I iRii

‘1,

II

\(.1 \II \
weekly & %pima! pickups
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS

753-4344 • 227-51•44
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services
'we Specialize in
Cleaning•
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing
*Mobile Homes
*Brick
•All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Use Hot Water
*Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176

MITCH 1
H
ROOF • Comm. Res.
• Winter Repairs
• Free Estimates
• Licensed Insured

Ti

270-217-8987
PET sitting for dogs
cats, and other animals Reference available. Call Lindy at
270-759-9209 or
479-225-7666

for the general purposes of the
charity.
The new law allows individuals to make gifts up to $100,000
and applies to donors older than
70. One nice thing about it being
after 70 is that the gift transfer
should qualify for the required
minimum distribution(RMD)of
'
After age 71, individuals the IRA. A donor should not
withdraw the funds out of the
must start withdrawing a certain
amount every year regardless of IRA before making the gift to
whether they need it. They also the charity but should transfer
realize that if they do not use it, the funds directly to the charity.
Unfortunately, PPA 2006
their heirs will pay taxes on the
remaining funds when they die. excludes planned giving options
Individuals who participated in like charitable gift annuities,
retirement savings plans have charitable remainder trust and
been able to make estate gifts pooled income funds. Unless the
through a simple beneficiary law is revised, the opportunity
designation when they die. will end. Dec. 31, 2007.
Arranging to make the gift is
They've been unable, however,
to give any qualified retirement easy and the gift will not
plan to a charity while living and increase the donor's taxes for the •
year of the gift. With all changes':
not pay the taxes — until now.
The new Pension Protection regarding your finances, there
Act of 2006 is great news for should be some precaution. An
philanthropists and charities, but IRA gift can affect your finanone needs to know the specifics cial picture. and we advise that
to be able to take advantage of you get all the facts on how to
make the gift and the financial
the opportunity.
The, new opportunity gives consequences.
If you need more information
philanthropists a way to use
their IRAs to make charitable and/or would like to discuss the
gifts to their favorite public new IRA giving opportunities,
charities. Currently those chari- call the Calloway County
ties fall under Sec. 509(a) (1) Chapter of the American Red
and Sec. 170(b)(1)(A) of the tax Cross at 753-1421 or e-mail calcode. The gifts must come out of lowayredcross@murray-ky.net.
a regular or Roth IRA to be used

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Tuesday. Dec. 12, 2006:

lry lamellae Bigar
for

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;

1 -Difficult

2 story house, con
structed in 2003,3 bedrooms. 2.5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn.
Call 435-4748

XFFORDABLE Tree
Service. Topping, tree
removal, and clean-up.
Licensed and insured.
Full line of equipment.
Thanks for your business. Happy Holidays.
270-247-2442,
270-970-2322
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks.
293-5438

Calloway
Trash Serviie

Horoscope

Make time to relax and rest this
year. Often, you will accept
additional burdens and problems; though without question,
NEWLY
remodeled
you have the capability to manduplex for sale 902
Southwood Drive, Call
age them. Opportunities are
753-7618
sprinkled along your path. You
will have to be clear in order to
decide which direction to head
‘1t -Kt
Hot st:s
in. You start a new 11-year luck
An3 Location.
ycle. Use it well. How you
.tit Condition
Iegin this period could define
Cash or Terms
761-1110‘11,
.. Ihe remaining years. If you are
,ingle, you will meet many
(4663)
potential suitors. The problem
lies in that you have so much on
your plate, relating could
Lots For Seim
become difficult. If you are
attached, you head in a new
5 acre let for sale 1 direction together. Be open and
mile west from BM enlist your sweetie's support.
VIRGO pushes your buttons.
Murra Country
Club. 402.03 ft.a
road frontage.

Limes& & brawl
•Basitleatimi
•Csmsesseld
•Bestsitt
Cal Mb Admit
(219

C & C Renovation and
RemodaNng.
We care about your
home. Horne repairs,
rooting,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding.
**FREE ESTIMATES**
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk.net

Special to the Ledger
Knowing that people are living longer, many responsible
Americans started IRA planning
years ago. Their foresight paved
the way for them to accumulate
very large IRA plans that now
necessitate additional planning
on how to best utilize them.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

293-4954, Affordable
Home Repair. Sagging
floors to leaking roofs.
We do it all. Call Greg
Coffins.
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Bnan at
270-705-4156

Giving to charities can
continue through IRAs .

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

[gev.ci.

[
Else Fer See

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
LOCATION 192 Rocky Lane, 'Coldwater Community From Hwy 121
Turn onto State Route 1836 Proceed to Rocky Lane Watch For Signs!!'

Murray Ledger & Times

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You discover that many
situations aren't like you thought
they were. Knowing what is happening could be very important
to your ultimate well-being.
Tonight Finish up a project.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

**** Your creativity might not
hit the bull's-eye in a way that
pleases you. Understanding
takes you in another direction
with different results. Use compassion when dealing with
someone you care about.
Challenging someone simply will
not work. Tonight: Let bygones
be bygones
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might have difficulty
dealing with someone who
seems willful and tough. You can
and will handle this person. Trust
yourself here. Someone's directness might be offensive. Try
another approach. Tonight:
Happy at home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Pressure builds simply
through daily life and your goals
Know when to say "enough" or
head in another direction Easily,
a reorganization could be on the
table
Evaluate before you
decide what someone else is
thinking. Perhaps asking might
be more effective. Tonight. Visit
with a friend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Try as you might, a risk
isn't what you need right now.
Walking the conservative path is.
Face facts: You cannot control
others, nor do you realty want to.
How much is the challenge motivating you? Be honest with yourself. Tonight: Revamp your gift

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** You have a 10t of ground
to cover, and you will. Opposition
occurs where you least expect it.
Allow yourself to tune in to
someone's reasoning. Walk in
this person's shoes. With understanding, the two of you will gain
and grow. Tonight: Happy as a
cat.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take your time, especially
if you feel that someone has hurt
you in some way. Could you possibly be overreacting or doing
something a bit different?
Walking away or thinking about a
situation in a new light will help.
Tonight: Get some extra R and
R.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Zero in on what you
want. Realize that you might not
have as much control as you
would like. Be specific with
someone you care about, especially if finances are involved.
Sometimes you might have no
choice but to say "no.' Tonight:
As you like.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Take a stand, even if you
might be uncomfortable. Others
want to know you better.
Criticism isn't as personal as you
might fake it. The issue could be
the other person and how he or
she looks at his or her life
Tonight: A must appearance

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
A** Every time you attempt to
gain a perspective, it appears
you sabotage yourself. Test your •
ideas on several people rather
than make assumptions. You will
be much happier. A different type
of thinking opens doors. Tonight:
Read between the lines.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might feel as if you
are taffy being pulled in two
directions. At the base of this"
tension, a friend thinks one way
yet a partner clearly steers you •
in another direction. You will
need to work with what you
want. Tonight: Decide which side
your bread is buttered on.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might feel pulled in different directions_ When you •
attempt to steer a course, you
become very uncomfortable and .
wonder what you are doing
Others challenge you. no matter
what you do Tonight. Easy does
it.

BORN TODAY
Singer, actor Frank Sinatra
(1915), singer Dionne Warwick
(1940). former mayor of New
York City Ed Koch !1924)
***
Jacqueline Bigar le on the
Internet at http://www.lacqueIlneblisar.com.
(C) 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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MM.Bock
10 years sio
Published is a picture of Barbera Brandey. Santa Project volunteer. double checking a list of
?nits as she and other volunteers
help needy children base a merry
Chnstmas. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane
Fire destroyed the home of
Reggie and Margaret Young in
Coldwater on Dec. 10.
In high school basketball
games. Murray Lady Tigers won
58-53 and Murray Tigers won
71-62 over Fulton City with high
scorers being'Becky Greene and
Kenney Hammonds for Tigers and
Taira Smith and Bryron Tucker
tor Fulton City; Calloway Lakers won 68-45 over Ballard
Memorial with high scorers being
David Greene for Lakers and
Dusten Roberts for Ballard.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Assistant Chief Joe Allbritten and Engineers Mike Farley and Ronnie
Barnett working on some of the
toys collected by the Murray
Fire Department for its annual
Christmas party for underprivileged children in Murray and
Calloway County. The photo was
by Staff Photographer David
Tuck.
Births reported include a girl
to Carmen and David Miller and
a girl to Rebecca and Randy
Taylor, Dec. S.
Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers won 82-25 over
Fulton City with Angela Woods
high scorer for Lakers.
30 years ago
The Calloway County Board
of Education has gone on record
as favoring a football program
in the county school system, prosided the necessary funds can
he obtained, according to Dr.

Jack Rose, superintendent
Births reported include a girl
to Mr and Mrs Rodney K. Burkeen, Nov. 12; a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Barry Johnson, Nov.
28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Brooks (Butch) Harrison Dec.
2.
Calloway County High School
Lakers lost 87-76 to Marshall
County Marshals in a basketball
game. High team scorers were
Lamb for Lakers and Phelps for
Marshals.
40 years ago
Shawn Bucy of Murray was
one of three students front the
physics department of Murray
State University to present a paper
at a meeting of the American
Physics Society in Nashville.
Tenn.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Chester L. Dunn.
Dec. 3, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Van F. Waugh, Dec. 6.
Murray State University Racers lost 108-85 to Bradley Braves
at Bradley. Herb McPherson was
high scorere for the Racers.
SO years ago
E.B. Howton, a member of
the faculty of the agriculture
department of Murray State College. was the guest speaker at
the annual Father and Son Banquet held by the Hazel High
School Chapter of Future Farmers of America at the school
cafeteria.
Quarter Master First Class
Edwin G. Miller, son of Mrs. Pearl
Miller of Murray, will now be
stationed at New Port. RI, to
&Wane duties with a destroyer
fleet after completing a tour of
duty in the Panama Canal Zone.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Nichols.

COMICS / FEATURES
Husband who likes to kiss is
stuck with wife who doesn't

Memiery. December ti. INS•Si

Blood-pressure medication
causes ED for reader

DEAR ABBY: I have an would like to be able to share
DEAR DR. GOTT: I sufMy gamma is if you are
unusual problem that I'm not with her. And when you do.
fer from erectile dyshMeliea. rim is a 1.1110011•%AK*
sure how to handle. As a man do 001 mention your past or
Coasequeady. 1 am unable le yen migbt seed a amain bum,
in my late 20s. I still consid- any other woman -- just what
isMoy normal seam' oissices. elm would you do? If *ere
er myself quite young. I dated kind of kisses make yo feel
My doctor has pretalbed med- Were no one 10 0.11 for you
a bit before getting married
the most loved and
at home. bow would you avoid
icine for my high blood pies
and enjoyed kissing. My wife, If your wife loves you. sod
sure and I'm wondering if the going to a mines home? l'as
however, does not seem to your breath isn't a turn-edf. drug. a beta- 'WIC Other readers of your colenjoy it -- or I'm sure she'll cooperate.
blocker. umn would like to know
perhaps isn't
could be to
DEAR READER: I have
that
DEAR ABBY: My husband.
blame I'm yet to address thes issue, but
•skilled.' 'Trey,' and I have been ma
52 and in I know that asesseed bye% in
Fm not sure ned a year and a half Most
otherwise a nursing home *amid SO be
of the time I am very happy.
which.
good health
at the top of my list for the
I feel like I say that because we do argue
How should future I would first opt tot
one of my sometimes, which is normal.
I proceed'
home care. However, like exist
needs isn't
Trey gets upset with me
DEAR doctors. I'll probably take each
being met
when I ask questions about
READER: day as it comes and hope that
Dear Abby We have the ex-lover he had before me.
Erectile dys- at least my brain will remain
been
mar- 0 ask him about his intimafunction. an gear
By
ried almost cy with her and how she was.) .
By Abigail
Dr. Peter Gott formerly
three
years.
I
questions
1
often
out
ask
these
Van Buren
known
as
DEAR DR.. GOTT: I love
have tried of the blue. I just want to
impotence, has many causes. food seasoned with garlic, but.
talking with her about it, but know because 1 become jealan important one being a side unfortunately, the people on
it always seems to come off ous.
effect ot drugs used for depres- the receiving end don't like it
like I'm comparing her 'abilI never had a man in my
sion
and
hypertension
as much as I do. Do you have
ities" to my past girlfriends - life before. My husband was
Although your doctor may feel any suggesboas on bon I Lan
- and that's not what I intend my first man ever, but I don't
comfortable altenng your dose continue to enjoy my garb(
at all. I honestly don't think feel that 'special' anymore
of beta-blocker, or changing and not offend others'
this is a question of technique, because his ex was a virgin.
therapy altogether, I believe
but rather of effort. This has- too, and gave him her all as
the next step is for you to be
DEAR READER: I recomn't caused any major argu- I did on our wedding night.
examined by a urologist
mend that you prepare your
ments or anything yet, but it I just don't feel like I gave
Request a referral.
food separately from the rest
is something I find seriously him anything that special when
To give you further infor- of the family's This way you
lacking. Any ideas? -- MISS- someone before me already
mation. I am sending you a can still enjoy your garlic and
ING THE KISSING IN CAL- did. In other words. I wanted. copy of my
updated Health your family can have a gar
to be the first virgin he ever
IFORNIA
Report "Erectile Dysfunction" lic-free meal. You may also conDEAR MISSING THE had. How can I get past this?
DEAR DR. GOTT: In your sider cutting back on your
KISSING: You may 'honest- -- UNSATISFIED IN SPRINGcolumn, you recently answered intake, reserving it for one or
think
it's a question of FIELD, VA.
ly not
a reader telling you about poor two meals per week. Howevtechnique. but rather of effort'
UNSATISFIED: conditions of nursing homes. er, if
DEAR
you consume garlic on
-- but I'm not entirely sure I You gave your husband the
She stated that under-staffing, a regular basis tor health maagree. Not all people are equal- one gift that nobody else could
inadequate training, apathetic sons, such as des ated cholesly talented at kissing. so my ever give him: You gave him
attitudes and high employee terol. you may consider taksuggestion to you is to demon- yourself on your wedding night.
turnover are all contributing ing garlic pills, which also come
strate the kind of kisses you Please be satisfied with that,
factors.
in an odorless varlets
and stop obsessing.
The reader wanted to know
To give you related infix
What you are looking for
how you wish to be cared for. mation. I am sending you a
isn't information about anothYou answered. "As far as find- copy of my Health Report
By The Associated Press
was convicted, and executed the
In 1937. Italy withdrew from
er woman. it's really confiring myself in such a facility, "Coronary Artery Disease
Today is Monday. Dec. II. the following month
the League of Nations.
mation about your husband's
forget it "
g5th day of 2006. There are 20
La (816, indiana became the
In 1941, Germany and Italy
feelings about you. Because
days left in the year
19th state
declared war on the United States;
you need reassurance, that is
Today's Highlight in History
In 1882. Boston's Bijou The- the U S. responded in kind.
what you should be asking
On Dec. II, 1936, Bntlin's atre. the first American playhouse
In 1946. the United Nations
your husband for -- not inforKing Edward VIII abdicat;d the to be lighted exclusively by elec- International Children's Emergency
mation about a woman who
throne in order to marry Amen- tricity, gave its first performance. Fund (UNICEF) was established
South dealer.
and clubs Hut Howie made thc con;.an divorcee Wallis Warfield Simp- of Gilbert and Sullivan's "'Wanwasn't able to earn his love
In 1980, President Carter signed
Both sides sulnerahle
tract and, furthermore. could not be
into
son.
a law legislation creating a regardless of how much she
t&"
NORTH
defeated'
On this date.
In 1928, police in Buenos Aires. SI.6 billion environmental 'super. gave him.
•—
lie ruffed the spade queen m
Ill 10 8 53
dummy and led a hears to the ex
In 1792, France's King Louis Argentina. announced they had fund" to pay for cletimng up chemThen, to set the stage Sur the throw•K 1064
XVI %vent before the Convention thwarted an attempt on the life ical spills and toxic waste dumps
DEAR ABBY: Friends of
m Play he %Isualired, he played the
•A 8
to face charges of treason. (Lows of President-elect Herbert Hoover.
mine received an invitation to
ace
ot spades and manned it in
EAST
WEST
•Q3986
•KI07532 dummy'
a holiday party that I have
SO.?)
13IN 113 Y El L_
4
•
Q
•k
arm led a
Ramie
sill after
attended for the last few years,
winning with the queen. atems Si
•.1 8 3
*Q 7 2
but 1 did not get an invitathe soup It he renamed a mirk,
•Q76
4.1 3 2
JU MOM Im.10 DOD Wag
katis/Sf Stun COW CostE
Litia sPE
/V0 Beret
tion this year. The same thing
SOUTH
declarer would nut in dummy. do.
STuFF
64iCK 410 lbSE
tialt)SEE HOUK SniFf,
Goa* Co 7
OUP-01!
•A 4
card the club foe and then catuidish
fHos.1 WE'ge 6C-Ek) i,,_lti1404170Euuks,
at-PAOST
00%'MK
happened last year. When I
•A9 7 6 2
an extra %,:lub trick ic dummy by faMOtallalfas )
liasSMI NEMIT
gEkri 68€-E171
mentioned it to the hosts, they
•A 9 5
ing the third round If West mama
FOO '
TlliC
said it was an oversight and
•K 105
returned a club ,'r a diamond. Smith
to attend the party anyway
The bidding
V6(Mid SLAWY tine tricks m that suit
South
West
and stmultanecenly asoid a loser in
Nardi
East
My friend who got an Invi1•
•
2•
4•
the other sun
tation said he can't make it.
6V
If, say. 9.ess led a loss club and
so I should attend in his place.
Opening lead - queen of spades
fast played the queen, West's iack
(
40-,!:.;•\
Is this proper protocol? What
coukt then be trapped I k it West led
This remarkable brad, Mescal the club lack instead, Las/ queen
should I do? -- UNDECIDED
many years ago by Claggett Bowe could he trapped by going up with
MICHIGAN
IN
ie.
of Baltimore, features an extraordi- ihmuny's ace The same was true if
UNDECIDED:
DEAR
nary endplay
West dulled to a diamond All roasts
Under no circumstances should
Bowie had bid sit hearts fully
thus led to 12 Incas
El a_ co rsi co IE 0.13
aware that his partner was void of
()brans that if Bowie had &syou attend the party in your
spades and that his ace was therefore canted a club or a diamond trier
friend's place. You were not
of doubtful saluc Stow net, he also Jimmy instead of ruffing the ace 01
invited to the gathering and
thought that his six-heart hid might spades at trick three, the slam would
do not belong there. My advice
induce the opponents to hid sis base tailed Atter being thniwn
lead with thc trump. Ken would
spades.
is to make plans for the evening,
hue returned whichever suit KM.le
The slam seems impossitae to
go out and enjoy yourself with
make. nen if you WC all tour hands
had discarded from dummy The so
other friends. (And I sincereIkclarer has a certain trump loser brig trick would then base come
ly hope you take IV)
and also has a loser in both diamonds from the other suit
leserrou: tactical &remise marseuser
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A group of Murray State University science faculty and student researchers recently participated in the 92nd annual
meeting of the Kentucky Academy of Science. More than
600 students and faculty from
across the state attended the
2006 meeting.
Two MSU faculty members
in the department of biological sciences earned special
recognition at the meeting. Dr.
professor,
Derting.
Terry
received the Distinguished University Teacher Superlative
Award of the Kentucky Academy of Science. The award is
given to a teacher who has
made not only a significant
contribution to science teaching, but also to research at the
college/university level in Kentucky.
Dr. Robert Martin, also a professor, was selected to open
the symposium with his talk,
"One Long (Continuing) Argument: Some Modern Developments in Evolutionary Biology.- Martin is the author of
the recently published book,
Missing Links: Evolutionary
Transitions
and
Concepts
Through Time.
Undergraduate and graduate
research students from MSU
gave presentations in four areas
of science, earning awards in
Courtney
categories.
two
Thomason from Collierville,
Tenn.. and Tiffany Hedrick from
Fairview, Tenn., who conduct
undergraduate research with
Derting, gave oral presentation
on the effects of human activities on the health of wild
small mammal species in fragmented habitats. Thomason
received a first place award in
physiology and biochemistry for
her study on -The Effects of
Diet and Social Stress on
Humoral and Cell-mediated
Immunity in Peromyscus leucopus.'•
Maggie Grosser, a graduate
student from Maysville. Ky.,
who researches with Dr. Tim
Johnston, a professor in the
MSU department of biological
sciences, presented her work
on environmental factors affecting the diversity of bacteria
species in the Ledbetter Embayment of Kentucky Lake in the
microbiology section.
Graduate student Prasanna
Kudimvscula of India won first
place in the chemistry section
for her oral presentation of the
use of an alga. Cladophora
glomerata. as a cheap and effective way of removing arsenic
from drinking water.
Among the undergraduate
presenters in the chemistry section. Shannon Logan of Hopkinsville. Ky.. a .research student working under Dr. Terry
McCreary, associate professor
of chemistry, won the fourth
place award for her presentation, "Iron (111) Ferrocyanide
(Prussian Blue) as a Burn Rate
Modifier in Ammonium Perchlorate Composite Propellant.
Annette Fowler of Murray
and Suresh None of India.
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Photo provided
Dr. Terry Derting (left), professor in the Murray State
University department of biological sciences, is shown with
the Distinguished University Teacher Superlative Award,
given to her by the Kentucky Academy of Science. Shown
with Derting is Dr. Miriam Kanaan, who is serving as president
of the Kentucky Academy of Science this year.
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Murray State University faculty
and students win state awards
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Photo provided
Courtney Thomason (left), a Murray State University student from Collierville, Tenn., received
a first place award in physiology and biochemistry for her study on "The Effects of Diet and
Social Stress on Humoral and Cell-mediated Immunity in Peromyscus leucopus" from the
Kentucky Academy of Science. Thomason conducts research with Dr. Terry Derting, MSU professor in the department of biological sciences. Shown with Thomason is Dr. Minam Kanaan
(second from right), who is serving as president of the Kentucky Academy of Science this year.
Two unidentified award-winning students from other universities are also pictured.
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Photo provided
Dr. Terry McCreary (right), associate professor in the Murray
State University department of chemistry, is shown with
Shannon Logan, MSU student from Hopkinsville. Ky., who
won the fourth place award for her presentation, "Iron (Ill)
Ferrocyanide (Prussian Blue) as a Bum Rate Modifier in
Ammonium Perchlorate Composite Propellant" from the
Kentucky Academy of Science.
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If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-9062 OR 293-4113
se

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people It's their way of
saying. "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NIEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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